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Abstract
We introduce and investigate the notion of weak morphisms of trace monoids with the aim of
dealing with the problem of deciding the existence of codings between trace monoids. We prove
that this problem is not recursively enumerable, which answers the question raised by Ochma6nski
in 1988. On the other hand, we show its decidability when restricted to instances with domain
monoids de7ned by acyclic dependence graphs. We also partially answer the question of Diekert
from 1990 about the number of free monoids needed for encoding a given trace monoid into
their direct product.
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1. Introduction
In [13] Mazurkiewicz proposed trace monoids, previously used by Cartier and Foata
[5] in combinatorics, as a tool for describing behaviour of concurrent systems. When
simulations of these systems are considered, morphisms of trace monoids come into
play. In this context, the notion of uniquely decipherable morphisms (often called
codings) turns out to be particularly interesting. In [15] Ochma6nski formulated the
problem to 7nd an algorithm deciding for each pair of trace monoids whether there
exists a coding between them, i.e. whether the 7rst of the given monoids is isomorphic
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to some submonoid of the second one. Since then, the question repeatedly occurred in
the literature but up to now only few partial positive results concerning this problem
were obtained in [1,3,10]. The problem has been solved completely just for the case
of the so-called strong morphisms by Diekert et al. [10].
In order to deal with this problem, we consider another family of trace morphisms,
whose members we call weak morphisms. We show that the analogous problem of
existence of weak codings is even more complex than the original one for general
morphisms and we prove its decidability for some classes of instances, which entails
positive answers for the corresponding cases of the original question. On the other
hand, we prove that in general the existence of codings from any given family of trace
morphisms containing all weak codings is undecidable. Main ideas of these results
were brieFy described in the extended abstract [12].
This paper is organized as follows. After the general notation is 7xed, in Section 3
we recall basic notions and known results about trace codings (the reader is referred
to [8,14] for a more comprehensive overview of the theory). We also introduce weak
morphisms there and then, in Section 4, we demonstrate some of their characteristic
properties signi7cant for our purposes. The aim of Section 5 is to describe how the
original trace coding problem is connected with its equivalent for weak morphisms.
In Sections 6 and 7 we consider certain restrictions on pairs of input monoids for the
problem of existence of weak codings which are suGcient to obtain its decidability.
The undecidability result for the general case is proved in Sections 8–11. First we show
that the appropriately restricted problem of existence of weak codings with partially
prescribed contents of images of letters can be reduced to the trace coding problem.
Then, in Sections 9 and 10, we prove the undecidability of this problem by construct-
ing a reduction of the Post’s correspondence problem (PCP). The 7nal Section 11 is
devoted to completing the main results.
2. Notation
We mean by Z, N0, N and Q+0 the sets of all integers, non-negative integers, positive
integers and non-negative rational numbers, respectively. For N ⊆N, lcmN stands for
the least common multiple of all numbers in N . The cardinality of an arbitrary set A
is written as |A|. For sets A1 and A2, we denote by pi :A1×A2→Ai, for i∈{1; 2},
the projection mappings. For sets A and B, a mapping ’ :A→B and a subset C ⊆A,
the notation ’|C stands for the restriction of ’ to C. The symmetric closure of any
binary relation  is denoted by sym . For an (m× n)-matrix K , M ⊆{1; : : : ; m} and
N ⊆{1; : : : ; n}, we mean by K(M;N ) the submatrix of K consisting of the rows with
indices in the set M and columns with indices in the set N . For a decision problem P,
coP is the complement of P, i.e. the problem for which the answer to every instance
is the negation of the original answer.
The neutral element of any monoid is written as 1. A monoid morphism ’ :M →M ′
is termed non-erasing if ’(x) =1 for every x∈M\{1}. We denote by ∗ the monoid of
words (free monoid) over a 7nite set . In this context,  is often called an alphabet
and its elements letters. Many times in our constructions, we enrich some alphabet
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with additional letters; in these situations we always implicitly assume that all new
letters are diKerent from the old ones. Let alph :∗→ 2 denote the content mapping
assigning to every word u∈∗ the set of all letters occurring in u. The symbol 4
is used for the pre6x ordering on ∗. Let u∈∗ be any word. We refer to the 7rst
letter of u as 7rst(u), to its last letter as last(u), to the length of u as |u| and to its
mirror image as ←−u . For X ⊆, let X :∗→X ∗ be the projection morphism de7ned
by X (x)= x for x∈X and by X (x)= 1 for x∈\X . Finally, let |u|X denote |X (u)|.
In the above notation, we often write instead of X a list of its elements.
By an undirected graph we mean a pair (V; E), where V is a 7nite set of vertices
and E⊆V ×V is a symmetric adjacency relation on V . For X ⊆V , the subgraph of
(V; E) induced by X is the graph (X; E ∩ (X ×X )) and we denote it by (X; E). A clique
in the graph (V; E) is a subset X ⊆V such that X ×X ⊆E. A path of length n¿0 in
(V; E) between vertices x; y∈V is a sequence x= z0; z1; : : : ; zn =y of vertices satisfying
(zi−1; zi)∈E for every i∈{1; : : : ; n}. It is called simple if the vertices z0; : : : ; zn are
pairwise distinct. The distance between two vertices of the graph is the length of the
shortest paths between them. A graph is called connected if every pair of its vertices is
connected by a path. A cycle of length n¿1 in (V; E) is a sequence x0; x1; : : : ; xn = x0
of vertices satisfying (xi−1; xi)∈E for every i∈{1; : : : ; n}. It is called simple if n¿3
and the vertices x0; : : : ; xn−1 are pairwise distinct. A tree is a non-empty acyclic and
connected graph.
For n∈N, n¿3, let Cn be a graph which forms a chordless cycle on n vertices and
let Pn be a graph forming a simple path on n vertices. We say that a graph is Cn-free
if it contains no induced subgraph isomorphic to Cn.
3. Basic notions
Denition 3.1. Let  be a 7nite set and let I be a symmetric and reFexive binary
relation on . We call I an independence relation on  and the undirected graph
(; I) an independence alphabet. The complement of this relation D=(×)\I is
called a dependence relation and the graph (; D) a dependence alphabet.
Remark 3.2. Usually independence relations are de7ned as irreFexive, but we adopt
this notation since it faithfully corresponds to the behaviour of weak morphisms. In
fact, the diKerence between the key notions of strong and weak morphisms lies exactly
in this modi7cation.
For a letter x∈, we mean by D(x) the set of all letters from  dependent on x,
i.e. D(x)= {y∈ | (x; y)∈D}. For X ⊆, we de7ne D(X )= ⋃{D(x) | x∈X }.
For the rest of this section, let (; I), (′; I ′) be a pair of independence alphabets.
The corresponding dependence relations will be denoted by D and D′ and we will
derive their names in this way also further on.
Now we can de7ne the notion of trace monoids, which is a common generalization
of the classical concepts of free and free commutative monoids.
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Denition 3.3. Let ∼I be the congruence of the free monoid ∗ generated by the
relation {(xy; yx) | (x; y)∈ I}. The quotient monoid ∗= ∼I is denoted by M(; I)
and called a free partially commutative monoid or a trace monoid. Elements of this
monoid are called traces.
Remark 3.4. Observe that the above construction establishes (up to isomorphisms) a
one-to-one correspondence between independence alphabets and trace monoids.
For X ⊆, the submonoid of M(; I) generated by X is clearly the trace monoid
with independence graph (X; I) and we denote it simply by M(X; I).
Example 3.5. Finite direct products of 7nitely generated free monoids are exactly trace
monoids M(; I) which have the graph (; D∪ id) transitive. Dually, 7nite free prod-
ucts of 7nitely generated free commutative monoids are just trace monoids de7ned by
transitive independence alphabets.
A solution of the word problem for trace monoids is provided by the following
so-called Projection Lemma.
Lemma 3.6 (Cori and Perrin [6]). Let u; v∈∗. Then u∼I v if and only if
∀x ∈  : |u|x = |v|x & ∀(x; y) ∈ D : 
x;y
(u) = 
x;y
(v):
In particular, trace monoids are cancellative.
As the content and the length of a word and the number of occurrences of a letter
in a word are preserved by the congruence ∼I , it makes sense to consider all these
notions also for traces. The same can be deduced for projection morphisms since u∼I v
implies X (u)∼I X (v) for any X ⊆ by Lemma 3.6.
Traces s; t ∈M(; I) are called independent if alph(s)× alph(t)⊆ I\id holds. Notice
that in such a case they satisfy st= ts.
Denition 3.7. For s∈M(; I) we de7ne its initial alphabet and its 6nal alphabet as
init(s)= {7rst(u) | u∈ s}, 7n(s)= {last(u) | u∈ s} if s =1 and init(1)=7n(1)= ∅.
Observe that two occurrences of a letter x∈ in a trace s∈M(; I) can be put
together using the allowed commutations if and only if no letter dependent on x occurs
between them. Thus occurrences of x in s are partitioned into blocks of mutually
interchangeable occurrences, which can be formally de7ned as follows.
Denition 3.8. Let s∈M(; I) be a trace and n∈N. For a letter x∈, an x-block of
length n in s is a triple (t; xn; t′), where the traces t; t′ ∈M(; I) are such that s= txnt′,
7n(t)⊆D(x) and x =∈ init(t′).
Example 3.9. Consider the dependence graph (; D)= x—y— z—p isomorphic to
the graph P4. Then the trace (xzyxzpxz ∼I )∈M(; I) contains three z-blocks but
only two x-blocks.
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Clearly each occurrence of a letter x in a trace s belongs to exactly one x-block.
In the case of free monoids, let us denote, for u∈∗ and m∈N, by u〈m〉 the word
consisting of the 7rst m blocks of u.
Using Lemma 3.6 it is easy to see that the following de7nition is correct.
Denition 3.10. Let s∈M(; I). We denote by red(s) the trace in M(; I) obtained
from s by removing, for every x∈, from each x-block all but one occurrence of x.
We call red(s) the reduct of s. If s= red(s), we say that s is reduced.
Example 3.11. For the trace introduced in Example 3.9 the de7nition spells:
red(xzyxzpxz ∼I ) = xzyzpxz ∼I :
Remark 3.12. Notice that every reduct is a reduced trace.
The central construction of the paper is based on appending additional letters to
two traces in order to achieve their equality. This can be done if the parts of these
traces which do not belong to their common pre7x are independent. Let us state this
well-known fact in more detail. All claims of the next lemma can be easily veri7ed
using Lemma 3.6.
Lemma 3.13. Let u; v∈∗ satisfy
∀(x; y) ∈ D : 
x;y
(u) 4 
x;y
(v) or 
x;y
(v) 4 
x;y
(u): (1)
Let Pu and Pv be the words resulting from u and v, respectively, when we take just the
6rst min{|u|x; |v|x} occurrences of each letter x∈ and denote the words consisting
of the remaining occurrences of letters in u and v by v\u and u\v respectively. Then
u ∼I Pu · (v\u); v ∼I Pv · (u\v); Pu ∼I Pv; alph(v\u)× alph(u\v) ⊆ I\id
and consequently u · (u\v)∼I v · (v\u).
Remark 3.14. For u; v; w; r ∈∗ satisfying u∼I v and w∼I r, due to Lemma 3.6 one
can see that u\w∼I v\r.
From Lemmas 3.6 and 3.13 we immediately obtain the following fact which will be
used implicitly throughout the paper.
Lemma 3.15. Let u; v∈∗. Then there exist w; r ∈∗ such that uw∼I vr if and only
if (1) is satis6ed.
To reveal connections between weak morphisms and general ones we will employ in
Section 5 the standard decomposition of traces into primitive roots. Let us now recall
basic facts about this construction.
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Denition 3.16. A trace s∈M(; I)\{1} is called connected whenever the graph
(alph(s); D) is connected. It is called primitive if it is connected and for every trace
t ∈M(; I) and n∈N, the equality s= tn implies n=1.
Proposition 3.17 (Duboc [11]). Any connected trace is a power of a unique primitive
trace.
If a connected trace s∈M(; I) is a power of a primitive trace t, then t is referred
to as the primitive root of s. It is clear that every trace s∈M(; I) can be uniquely
decomposed as a product of independent connected traces, which are referred to as
connected components of the trace s. Let us denote by PR(s) the set of all primitive
roots of connected components of s.
Example 3.18. Let the dependence graph (; D) be isomorphic to the path P7 and let
us call xi the ith letter on this path, for 16i67. Then the decomposition of the trace
s= x1x2x5x6x7x1x3x7x2x6x3x5 ∼I into primitive roots of its connected components can
be written as s=(x1x2x3)2 · (x5x6x27x6x5) ∼I and therefore
PR(s) = {x1x2x3 ∼I ; x5x6x27x6x5 ∼I}:
Proposition 3.19 (Duboc [11]). Let traces s1; s2 ∈ M(; I) satisfy s1s2 = s2s1. Then
for all t1 ∈ PR(s1) and t2 ∈ PR(s2) either t1 = t2 or alph(t1)× alph(t2) ⊆ I\id.
Since trace monoids are de7ned by presentations, every morphism of trace monoids
(brieFy called trace morphism) ’ :M(; I)→M(′; I ′) is uniquely determined by an
arbitrary mapping ’0 :→ (′)∗ such that ’0(x)∈’(x) for each letter x∈. Such a
mapping always satis7es
∀(x; y) ∈ I : ’0(x)’0(y) ∼I ′ ’0(y)’0(x): (2)
Conversely, every mapping ’0 :→ (′)∗ satisfying (2) extends to a trace morphism.
Often, when considering a morphism ’ :M(; I)→M(′; I ′), we actually work with
a word morphism  :∗→ (′)∗ de7ned by a 7xed mapping ’0, i.e. such a morphism
 that the diagram
commutes, where the mappings #, #′ are the natural morphisms to quotient monoids.
The morphism  is called a lifting of ’ and we will denote it by ’ too. That is,
we allow ’ to be applied also to words, the image of any word under ’ is always
considered to be a word and the equality sign between words always means their
equality in a free monoid. We adopt this convention in order to strictly diKerentiate
algebraic considerations from combinatorics on words.
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The most prominent class of trace morphisms is the one consisting of all codings,
which are a natural generalization of the classical notion of uniquely decipherable
morphisms of free monoids.
Denition 3.20. A trace morphism ’ :M(; I)→M(′; I ′) is called a coding if it is
injective.
It was proved in [2] that every lifting of any trace coding to the corresponding free
monoids is a coding as well. But in essence this interesting result says a lot about
morphisms of free monoids rather than about trace morphisms, so we do not have to
be conscious of it in our considerations. In fact, it is deeply based on the defect eKect
of non-injective morphisms, which is a speci7c property of free monoids.
In connection with decision problems of trace codings, two particular classes of trace
morphisms were already considered:
• strong morphisms, introduced in [4],
• cp-morphisms, introduced in [10] as morphisms associated with clique-preserving
morphisms of independence alphabets.
In order to deal with the general case, we have generalized the latter notion and we
refer to the arising morphisms as weak. This approach also suggests us to use an
alternative de7nition of cp-morphisms.
Denition 3.21. A morphism ’ :M(; I)→M(′; I ′) is called strong if
∀(x; y) ∈ I\id : alph(’(x)) ∩ alph(’(y)) = ∅:
It is called weak if
∀x ∈  : alph(’(x))× alph(’(x)) ⊆ I ′:
It is called a cp-morphism if it is weak and satis7es ∀x∈; a∈′ : |’(x)|a61, i.e.
every letter is mapped to a reduced trace.
To obtain for strong and weak morphisms descriptions analogous to the above one
for general morphisms, it is enough to replace the condition (2) with respectively
∀(x; y) ∈ I\id : alph(’0(x))× alph(’0(y)) ⊆ I ′\id′
and
∀(x; y) ∈ I : alph(’0(x))× alph(’0(y)) ⊆ I ′:
Some useful properties of strong and weak morphisms are satis7ed also by their
common generalization naturally arising from these characterizations.
Denition 3.22. A morphism ’ :M(; I)→M(′; I ′) is termed an sw-morphism if
∀(x; y) ∈ I\id : alph(’(x))× alph(’(y)) ⊆ I ′:
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Remark 3.23. Notice that every trace morphism from a free monoid is strong and
dually every trace morphism to a free commutative monoid is weak. Further, it is clear
that a composition of strong (weak) morphisms is always strong (weak, respectively);
but this is far from being true for sw-morphisms (see Proposition 5.4 below).
Let us denote the classes of all strong and weak morphisms by S, W,
respectively.
Denition 3.24. The trace code problem asks to decide for a given trace morphism
’ :M(; I)→M(′; I ′) whether it is a coding.
Let C be an arbitrary class of trace morphisms. The trace coding problem for the
class C (in short C-TCP) asks to decide for given two independence alphabets (; I)
and (′; I ′) whether there exists a coding from M(; I) to M(′; I ′) belonging to C.
If the class C contains all trace morphisms, then the question is just whether M(; I)
is isomorphic to a submonoid of M(′; I ′) and we call it brieFy the trace coding
problem (TCP).
The trace code problem is well-known to be undecidable even for strong morphisms
when both monoids are 7xed and M(; I) is free (see e.g. [8]). The undecidability
result in the case of cp-morphisms was established in [9] using substantially more
complex construction; we generalize this statement in Proposition 9.1, which forms
one step of the proof of the main result.
However, when we consider the problems of existence of codings, the situation is
entirely diKerent. In the 7rst place, unlike for the trace code problem, it is not clear
whether the complement of the problem is recursively enumerable.
The two classical cases of the TCP are simple: all 7nitely generated free monoids
can be embedded into the one with two generators and for free commutative monoids
injectivity of a morphism coincides with linear independence of images of letters. These
characterizations were generalized in [1] to all instances of the TCP where the domain
monoid is a direct product of free monoids. In both classical cases, there exists a
strong coding as soon as there exists an arbitrary coding; but a weak coding between
free monoids can be constructed only if the codomain alphabet has at least the same
number of elements as the domain alphabet.
The S-TCP turned out to be NP-complete due to the following result.
Proposition 3.25 (Diekert et al. [10]). For any independence alphabets (; I) and
(′; I ′), there exists a strong coding from M(; I) to M(′; I ′) if and only if there
exists a mapping H :→ 2′ satisfying for every x; y∈:
H (x)× H (y) ⊆ I ′\id′ ⇔ (x; y) ∈ I\id;
H (x)× H (y) ⊆ I ′⇒ (x; y) ∈ I:
The reason for the relative simplicity of the S-TCP is that a strong coding can
be easily constructed as soon as reasonable contents of images of letters are chosen
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(this choice is provided by a mapping H). To see this, notice that in the image of a
letter dependent letters may occur, which enables us to encode all of the information
needed for deciphering whenever we can do it independently for all letters of the
domain alphabet. And the de7ning condition of strong morphisms provides us with
this freedom since the only properties we have to satisfy are commutativity and linear
independence of images of independent letters, which are trivial in this case as their
contents are disjoint. On the other hand, if we consider weak morphisms, the image
of any letter consists entirely of independent letters and at the same time images
of independent letters may contain common letters. So we have less opportunities to
encode some information into images of letters under weak morphisms than under
general morphisms and that is why the problem of existence of weak codings becomes
even more complex than the one for general codings (see Theorem 11.1).
The main motive for considering weak trace morphisms is that, compared with gen-
eral trace morphisms, they possess many properties substantially simplifying their ma-
nipulation. For instance, the following simple observations are very useful.
Lemma 3.26. Let ’ :M(; ×)→M(′; I ′) be an arbitrary weak coding from a
free commutative monoid. Then the set A=
⋃{alph(’(x)) | x∈} forms a clique in
the graph (′; I ′) and there exists an injective mapping  :→A which satis6es
(x)∈ alph(’(x)) for every x∈. In particular, |A|¿||.
Proof. As ’ is an injective linear mapping, it is de7ned by a matrix with its rank
equal to ||, which allows us to construct a desired mapping .
Lemma 3.27. Let ’ :M(; I)→M(′; I ′) be a weak morphism and u∈∗ a word.
Then ’(←−u )∼I ′ ←−−’(u).
Proof. We just calculate
’(
←
u ) = ’(xn) · · ·’(x1) ∼I ′ ←−−−’(xn) · · ·←−−−’(x1) =←−−−−−−−−−−’(x1) · · ·’(xn) =←−−’(u);
where u= x1; · · · ; xn, n∈N0 and x1; : : : ; xn ∈.
4. Weak codings
A trace morphism ’ :M(; I)→M(′; I ′) is not a coding if and only if there exist
two words u; v∈∗ such that u ∼I v and ’(u)∼I ′ ’(v). It is often useful to consider
just minimal words u and v satisfying these conditions, i.e. those possessing the least
number |u|+ |v|. For such counter-examples
init(u ∼I ) ∩ init(v ∼I ) = 7n(u ∼I ) ∩ 7n(v ∼I ) = ∅ (3)
always holds; otherwise a smaller counter-example can be obtained by cancellation due
to Lemma 3.6.
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If a morphism ’ is a coding, then in particular
∀(x; y) ∈ D: ’(xy) ∼I ′ ’(yx); (4)
which is equivalent to saying that the domain dependence relation D is induced by the
dependence relation D′ via the mapping ’. Observe that a morphism ’ is weak and
satis7es (4) if and only if
∀x; y ∈  : alph(’(x))× alph(’(y)) ⊆ I ′ ⇔ (x; y) ∈ I: (5)
In this section we investigate properties of counter-examples to injectivity for weak
morphisms, we introduce some techniques for manipulating weak morphisms and de-
velop several methods of disproving their injectivity.
Let us start with one observation about the form of counter-examples to injectivity
for morphisms satisfying (5).
Lemma 4.1. Let ’ :M(; I)→M(′; I ′) be a trace morphism satisfying (5) and let
u; v∈∗ be any words such that ’(u)∼I ′ ’(v). Then init(u ∼I )× init(v ∼I )⊆I .
Proof. Suppose that there exists (x; y)∈D such that x∈ init(u ∼I ) and y∈ init(v ∼I ).
By (5) there are a∈ alph(’(x)), b∈ alph(’(y)) satisfying (a; b)∈D′. As ’ is weak,
a∈ init(’(u) ∼I ′) and b∈ init(’(v) ∼I ′), which contradicts ’(u)∼I ′ ’(v).
The following lemma shows that if a weak morphism ’ is not injective, then it
can be veri7ed by a counter-example of one of two special forms—one of them based
purely on linear dependence of words and the other on independence of letters of the
codomain alphabet.
Lemma 4.2. Let ’ :M(; I)→M(′; I ′) be a weak morphism which is not a coding.
Then at least one of the following cases arises:
(i) There exists X ⊆ such that X ×X ⊆ I and the system (’(x))x∈X of elements
of the free commutative monoid generated by the set
⋃{alph(’(x)) | x ∈ X } is
linearly dependent.
(ii) There exists u∈∗ such that u ∼I ←−u , ’(u)∼I ′ ’(←−u ), the trace u ∼I is connected
and init(u ∼I )∩ 7n(u ∼I ) = ∅.
Moreover, if D(x) = ∅ for every x∈, i.e. =D(), the second claim is always
true.
Before presenting the proof of this claim, let us give an example.
Example 4.3. Let the relation D on the alphabet = {x1; x2; x3; x4; x5; x6} be de7ned
by the graph
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and let
M(′; I ′) = {a1; a2}∗ × {b1; b2}∗ × {c1; c2}∗ × {d1; d2}∗:
Then one can disprove injectivity of any weak morphism ’ from M(; I) to M(′; I ′)
with the following contents of images:
alph(’(x1)) = {a1; b1} alph(’(x3)) = {a2; b2; c1} alph(’(x5)) = {c1; d2}
alph(’(x2)) = {a1; b1} alph(’(x4)) = {a1; b1; c2; d1} alph(’(x6)) = {d1}:
Since each of the letters a2, b2, c2 and d2 occurs just in one of the images of letters,
without loss of generality we can assume that ’ has the form
’(x1) = ai1b
j
1 ’(x3) = a2b2c
m
1 ’(x5) = c
q
1d2
’(x2) = ak1b
l
1 ’(x4) = a
n
1b
o
1c2d
p
1 ’(x6) = d
r
1:
Let us consider for instance the case ln¿ko, jn¿io and il¿jk. Then the word
u = xr(ln−ko)1 x
q
3x
r(jn−io)
2 x
r(il−jk)
4 x
m
5 x
p(il−jk)
6
veri7es the condition (ii) of the lemma. In other cases such a word u can be constructed
similarly—the inequalities determine the positions of the letters x1, x2 and x4 with
respect to x3.
Proof of Lemma 4.2. We can assume that (4) holds, otherwise condition (ii) is true.
Take some words v; w∈∗ satisfying v ∼I w and ’(v)∼I ′ ’(w) such that the number
|v|+ |w| is minimal possible. Consider the word s= v←−w . Then we have ←−s =w←−v and
therefore ’(s)∼I ′ ’(←−s ) by Lemma 3.27.
If s ∼I ←−s then we repeatedly employ cancellation to remove from the word s those
letters which are simultaneously initial and 7nal letters of the trace s ∼I until the
set init(s ∼I )∩ 7n(s ∼I ) is empty. More precisely, for any x∈ init(s ∼I )∩ 7n(s ∼I ),
if |s|x =1 then s∼I xt and ←−s ∼I x←−t , and if |s|x¿2 then s∼I xtx and ←−s ∼I x←−t x, for
some word t ∈∗, so we can use this t as a new word s; the properties s ∼I ←−s and
’(s)∼I ′ ’(←−s ) are preserved thanks to Lemma 3.6. Now Lemma 3.6 guarantees the
existence of some (x; y)∈D such that x;y(s) = x;y(←−s ). Let the word u∈∗ represent
the connected component of s ∼I which contains the letters x and y. Then both u ∼I ←−u
and ’(u)∼I ′ ’(←−u ) hold by Lemma 3.6 since two dependent letters from ′ can occur
in the images of elements of  under a weak morphism only within one component.
This proves the second condition.
It remains to deal with the case v←−w ∼I w←−v . Due to the minimality of v and w, we
can use (3) to obtain v=w\v and w= v\w, and therefore these two words represent
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independent traces by Lemma 3.13. This implies alph(’(v))× alph(’(w))⊆ I ′ since
the morphism ’ is weak. Hence the set alph(’(v))= alph(’(w)) forms a clique in
the graph (′; I ′), and thus also alph(v)∪ alph(w) is a clique in (; I) by (5) and the
case (i) arises. Under the additional assumption, we can now take any x∈ alph(vw)
and y∈D(x) to obtain vyw ∼I wyv∼I ←−−vyw using the minimality of v and w and then
choose the only non-trivial connected component to get the validity of the second
condition as in the previous paragraph.
With Lemma 4.2 in hand, it is easy to 7nd out that the status of the existence of
weak codings often remains unchanged by adding new completely independent letters
into the codomain alphabet.
Lemma 4.4. Let (; I) and (′ ∪.; I ′) be two independence alphabets such that
′ ∩.= ∅, .× (′ ∪.)⊆ I ′ and =D(). Let ’ :M(; I)→M(′ ∪.; I ′) be an
arbitrary weak morphism. Then ’ is a coding if and only if the weak morphism
′ ◦ ’ :M(; I)→M(′; I ′) is a coding.
Proof. Notice that any counter-example of the second form of Lemma 4.2 for the
morphism ′ ◦’ is also a counter-example for the morphism ’.
In the following, the task of deciding the existence of weak codings between given
trace monoids is decomposed into separate tasks for the connected components of
the domain dependence alphabet. First, we deal with letters of the domain alphabet
independent of all the others.
Lemma 4.5. There exists a weak coding
’ :M(; I)× {x}∗ →M(′; I ′)
if and only if there exist a letter a∈′ and a weak coding
 :M(; I)→M(′\({a} ∪ D′(a)); I ′):
Proof. The converse implication of this claim is easily obtained by setting ’(x)= a
and ’(y)=  (y) for all y∈. In order to prove the direct one, observe 7rst that
alph(’(x))× alph(’(s))⊆ I ′ for each s∈M(; I) as ’ is weak. We have to choose
a suitable letter a in alph(’(x)). For the sake of contradiction, let us assume that for
every a∈ alph(’(x)) there exists a non-empty set Xa⊆ such that Xa×Xa⊆ I and the
system (′\{a}(’(y)))y∈Xa is linearly dependent. Provided Xa was chosen minimal
possible, we can write

′\{a}
(
’
( ∏
y∈Xa
yiay
))
∼I ′ 
′\{a}
(
’
( ∏
y∈Xa
yjay
))
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for some iay; jay ∈N0 satisfying iay =0⇔ jay =0. If there exist a; b∈ alph(’(x)) and
z ∈Xb such that {z}×Xa* I , then
’
( ∏
y∈Xa
yiay · z · ∏
y∈Xa
yjay
)
∼I ′ ’
( ∏
y∈Xa
yjay · z · ∏
y∈Xa
yiay
)
contradicts the injectivity of ’. Otherwise Xa×Xb⊆ I holds for all a; b∈ alph(’(x)).
Let us denote
ia =
∣∣∣∣∣’
( ∏
y∈Xa
yiay
)∣∣∣∣∣
a
and ja =
∣∣∣∣∣’
( ∏
y∈Xa
yjay
)∣∣∣∣∣
a
:
Because ’ is a coding, we can assume that ia¿ja and consider the positive integer
k =
∏
a∈alph(’(x)) (ia − ja). Then we also get a contradiction with the injectivity of ’:
’

 ∏
a∈alph(’(x))
y∈Xa
y(k·|’(x)|a·iay)=(ia−ja)

 ∼I ′ ’

xk · ∏
a∈alph(’(x))
y∈Xa
y(k·|’(x)|a·jay)=(ia−ja)

 :
Thus we can choose a letter a∈ alph(’(x)) such that, for every subset X ⊆ which
satis7es X ×X ⊆ I , the system (′\{a}(’(y)))y∈X is linearly independent. Let us de-
7ne  (y)= ′\{a}(’(y)) for all y∈. As for each y∈ the emptiness of the set
alph(’(y))∩D′(a) follows from the weakness of ’, the weak morphism  really
leads to the desired monoid. Clearly no counter-example of the form (i) of Lemma 4.2
exists for  due to our choice of the letter a. Let a word u∈∗ satisfy the con-
dition (ii) of Lemma 4.2 for  . Then  (u)∼I ′  (←−u ) implies ’(u)∼I ′ ’(←−u ) since
{a}× alph(’(u))⊆ I ′. But this contradicts the injectivity of ’. Hence  is a weak
coding.
Lemma 4.6. There exists a weak coding from M(; I) to M(′; I ′) if and only
if there exists a weak coding ’ :M(; I)→M(′; I ′) such that for every letter
x∈\D() the alphabet ′ contains some letter a satisfying
alph(’(x)) = {a} & ∀y ∈ \{x} : {a} × alph(’(y)) ⊆ I ′\id′ :
Proof. It is obtained by applying Lemma 4.5 inductively.
Now we can state the general version of the decomposition result.
Proposition 4.7. Let (i; Ii) for i∈{1; : : : ; n} and (′; I ′) be independence alphabets.
Then there exists a weak coding
’ :
n∏
i=1
M(i; Ii)→M(′; I ′)
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if and only if there exist subalphabets ′i ⊆′, for every i∈{1; : : : ; n}, such that
′i ×′j ⊆ I ′\id′ holds for every i; j∈{1; : : : ; n}, i = j, and weak codings
’i : M(i; Ii)→M(′i ; I ′)
for every i∈{1; : : : ; n}.
Proof. To get the converse implication, it is enough to de7ne ’ as the product of
all codings ’i. When considering the direct one, we can assume that ’ satis7es the
condition of Lemma 4.6. Let M(; I) denote the domain product monoid, where  is
the disjoint union of i and D=
⋃n
i=1 Di. Then in particular
∀i ∈ {1; : : : ; n} : D(i) ⊆ i & (i\D(i))×  ⊆ I
and D()=
⋃n
i=1 D(i). Let us consider the alphabets
′0 =
⋃{alph(’(x)) | x ∈ D()} and X ′ = ′0 ∩ D′(′0):
Applying Lemma 4.4 to the restriction of ’ to M(D(); I), we obtain a weak coding
 = X ′ ◦ ’|M(D();I) : M(D(); I)→M(X ′; I ′)
satisfying X ′=
⋃{alph( (x)) | x∈D()}. Now every a∈X ′ appears in the images of
letters under  only within one connected component of the graph (D(); D); indeed,
if a∈ alph( (x))∩ alph( (y)) then there exists a letter b∈D′(a)∩X ′ and consequently
also z ∈D() with b∈ alph( (z)), which satis7es x D z and yD z due to the weakness
of  . Therefore alph( (x))∩ alph( (y))= ∅ holds for each x∈D(i) and y∈D(j)
whenever i = j. So if we take
′i =
⋃{alph( (x)) | x ∈ D(i)} ∪⋃{alph(’(x)) | x ∈ i\D(i)}
and de7ne
’i(x) =
{
 (x) for x ∈ D(i);
’(x) for x ∈ i\D(i);
we reach the desired conclusion due to our initial assumption on ’.
Lemma 4.2 can be also used to deduce that if a weak morphism ’ is strong too,
then verifying (5) suGces for concluding that ’ is a coding.
Lemma 4.8. If a non-erasing strong morphism ’ :M(; I)→M(′; I ′) satis6es (5),
then it is a coding. In particular, if ||¿1 then every morphism ’ :∗→M(′; I ′)
satisfying (5) is a coding.
Proof. Let us prove that none of the cases of Lemma 4.2 can occur. The 7rst condition
does not hold since ’ is non-erasing and contents of images of distinct independent
letters are disjoint because ’ is strong. So assume that u∈∗ satis7es the case (ii)
of Lemma 4.2. Take any x∈ init(u ∼I ) and let y be the last letter in u such that
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(x; y)∈D. By (5) there exist a∈ alph(’(x)) and b∈ alph(’(y)) with (a; b)∈D′. Due
to the weakness of ’, a∈ init(’(u) ∼I ′)=7n(’(u) ∼I ′). Because a =∈ alph(’(y)), there
is a letter z behind the last occurrence of y in u satisfying a∈ alph(’(z)). As ’ is
strong, either (x; z)∈D or x= z. But the former case is impossible by the choice of y
and the latter case implies x∈ init(u ∼I )∩ 7n(u ∼I ), which contradicts the assumptions.
The second claim now follows from Remark 3.23.
Now we are going to prove one assertion useful for showing the injectivity of a weak
morphism by induction on the structure of the domain dependence alphabet. First, we
state a technical lemma about word morphisms.
Lemma 4.9. Let ’ :∗→ (′)∗ be a morphism. Let X ⊆, a∈′ and u; v∈∗ satisfy
’(u)=’(v), |u|x = |v|x for every x∈X and
∀x ∈ X ∀y ∈  : alph(’(y))* {a} ⇒ x;y(u) = x;y(v):
Then ’(\X (u))=’(\X (v)).
Proof. Observe that after removing the ith occurrence of a letter x∈X from both
words u and v, for i∈{1; : : : ; |u|x}, all assumptions of the lemma remain preserved.
More precisely, if alph(’(x))* {a} then the occurrences of letters eliminated in this
way from the words ’(u) and ’(v) are exactly the same and if alph(’(x))= {a} then
all occurrences of a eliminated from ’(u) and ’(v) belong to the same a-block.
Lemma 4.10. Let ’ :M(; I)→M(′; I ′) be an sw-morphism and x∈ such that
’|M(\{x}; I) is a coding. Let words u; v∈∗ satisfy ’(u)∼I ′ ’(v), |u|x = |v|x and
x;y(u)= x;y(v) for all y∈D(x). Then u∼I v.
Proof. To conclude u∼I v, it remains to show \{x}(u)∼I \{x}(v). We verify the
fact ’(\{x}(u))∼I ′ ’(\{x}(v)) using Lemma 3.6, which is enough because the
restriction ’|M(\{x}; I) is injective. It is clear from the equality |u|x = |v|x that every
letter has the same number of occurrences in ’(\{x}(u)) and ’(\{x}(v)). Consider
(a; b)∈D′. If a; b =∈ alph(’(x)) then

a;b
(
’
(

\{x}
(u)
))
= 
a;b
(’(u)) = 
a;b
(’(v)) = 
a;b
(
’
(

\{x}
(v)
))
:
Otherwise say a∈ alph(’(x)). Then for every y∈\{x} such that b∈ alph(’(y)), we
have yD x since ’ is an sw-morphism. Therefore Lemma 4.9 can be applied to the
morphism a; b ◦’ :∗→{a; b}∗ for the set {x}, the letter a and the words u and v.
We obtain the desired equality a; b(’(\{x}(u)))= a; b(’(\{x}(v))).
Notice that if ’ is not assumed to be an sw-morphism, Lemma 4.10 does not hold:
Example 4.11. Let
 = {x; y; z; p; q; r}; I = id ∪ {(x; y); (y; x)}
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and
M(′; I ′) = {a1; a2}∗ × {b1; b2}∗ × {c1; c2}∗:
Consider the morphism ’ :M(; I)→M(′; I ′) given by the rules
’(x) = a1a2a1 ’(y) = a1a2a1b1b22c1c2 ’(z) = a2a1a2c1
’(p) = a1b1 ’(q) = a2a21b2c2c
2
1c2 ’(r) = a1a2b2c2c1:
It is not hard to verify that the restriction of ’ to the submonoid M(\{x}; I) is a
coding; this is performed in detail as Example 4.21. But ’ is not injective because
’(yzypxqzr)∼I ′ ’(pzxqry2z) holds although yzypxqzr ∼I pzxqry2z. Moreover, the
morphism ’ can be easily modi7ed to ensure that any counter-example ’(u)∼I ′ ’(v)
to the injectivity of ’, where u; v∈∗, satis7es |u|x = |v|x and x; Px(u)= x; Px(v) for all
letters Px∈D(x); it is suGcient to introduce a new letter x′ into the ’-image of x and
new letters z′, p′, q′ and r′, all of them dependent exactly on x′, into the images of
the corresponding letters in .
The aim of the following considerations is to describe one method of manipulating
numbers of occurrences of letters in the images under a weak morphism in order to
simplify the morphism before starting any computations.
Denition 4.12. For a morphism ’ :M(; I)→M(′; I ′) and a mapping N :→N,
let ’N denote the morphism from M(; I) to M(′; I ′) de7ned, for all x∈, by the
rule ’N (x)=’(x)N (x).
Lemma 4.13. If ’ :M(; I)→M(′; I ′) is a coding and N :→N is an arbitrary
mapping, then ’N is a coding as well.
Proof. It is clear that idNM(; I) is a coding and ’
N =’ ◦ idNM(; I).
For any alphabet  and n∈N, let us denote by Nn the corresponding constant
mapping, i.e. Nn(x)= n for all x∈.
As the construction of De7nition 4.12 preserves contents of images of letters, it is
clear that ’N is a weak morphism whenever ’ is. Now we state a simple observation
and then we use it to prove that for weak morphisms the converse of Lemma 4.13
also holds.
Lemma 4.14. If ’ :M(; I)→M(′; I ′) is a weak morphism and n∈N any positive
integer, then ’Nn =’ ◦ idNnM(; I) = idNnM(′ ; I ′) ◦’.
Lemma 4.15. Let ’ :M(; I)→M(′; I ′) be a weak morphism. If ’N is a coding
for some N :→N, then ’ is a coding as well.
Proof. Let n= lcm{N (x) | x∈} and de7ne N ′ :→N by the rule N ′(x)= n=N (x)
for all x∈. Then the morphism ’Nn =’N ◦ idN ′M(; I) is a coding. Since we also have
’Nn = idNnM(′ ; I ′) ◦’ by Lemma 4.14, this gives us the injectivity of ’.
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The previous lemma is a typical property of weak morphisms, once again it is not
true in general.
Example 4.16. Take = {x; y; z} and ′= {a; b}. Let a morphism ’ :∗→ (′)∗ be
given by the rules ’(x)= a, ’(y)= b, ’(z)= ab and consider N (x)= 2 and
N (y)=N (z)= 1. Then ’N is a coding, but ’ is not.
The following statement asserts that every weak coding can be modi7ed without
violating its injectivity to achieve that in the image of any letter there is at most one
occurrence of an element from a reasonably chosen subset of the codomain alphabet.
Lemma 4.17. Let ’ :M(; I)→M(′; I ′) be a weak coding and A⊆′ such that
∀x ∈  : |alph(’(x)) ∩ A|6 1:
Then there exists a weak coding  :M(; I)→M(′; I ′) satisfying
∀x ∈  : alph( (x)) = alph(’(x)) & | (x)|A 6 1
and for all x; y∈, a; b∈ alph(’(x))∩ alph(’(y)):
| (x)|a
| (y)|a :
| (x)|b
| (y)|b =
|’(x)|a
|’(y)|a :
|’(x)|b
|’(y)|b :
Proof. Let
n = lcm{|’(x)|A | x ∈ ; alph(’(x)) ∩ A = ∅}
and de7ne N :→N and N ′ :′→N by the rules:
N (x) =
{
n=|’(x)|A if alph(’(x)) ∩ A = ∅;
1 otherwise;
N ′(a) =
{
n for a ∈ A;
1 for a =∈ A:
Let  be the morphism given by the formula:
 (x) =
{
a · ′\A(’N (x)) if a ∈ alph(’(x)) ∩ A;
’N (x) if alph(’(x)) ∩ A = ∅:
Then ’N = idN
′
M(′ ; I ′) ◦  is a coding by Lemma 4.13 and thus  is also injective. The
remaining conditions are easy to verify.
The following notions are introduced in order to formalize reasoning in the course
of a construction of a counter-example to injectivity.
Denition 4.18. Let ’ :M(; I)→M(′; I ′) be a morphism. Let u; v∈∗. We say
that the pair (u; v) is a semi-equality for ’ if init(u ∼I )∩ init(v ∼I )= ∅ and there
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exist words s; t ∈ (′)∗ such that ’(u)s∼I ′ ’(v)t. We call this semi-equality non-trivial
if there do not exist words w; r ∈∗ such that uw∼I vr.
The next de7nition makes sense thanks to the de7ning properties of semi-equalities
due to Lemma 3.15.
Denition 4.19. If (u; v) is a semi-equality for a morphism ’ :M(; I)→M(′; I ′),
then the pair
(u′; v′) = ((’(v)\’(u)) ∼I ′ ; (’(u)\’(v)) ∼I ′) ∈M(′; I ′)×M(′; I ′)
is called the state of (u; v) and the pair (red(u′); red(v′)) the reduced state of (u; v).
When dealing with semi-equalities, we often omit the reference to the morphism
provided it is clear from the context. Recall that by Lemma 3.13 every state (u′; v′)
satis7es alph(u′)× alph(v′)⊆ I ′\id′ .
The following lemma states that semi-equalities arise as initial parts of minimal
counter-examples to injectivity.
Lemma 4.20. Let ’ :M(; I)→M(′; I ′) be a morphism and u; v∈∗ be words sat-
isfying u ∼I v and ’(u) ∼I ′ ’(v) such that |u| + |v| is minimal. If w4 u and r4 v,
then (w; r) is a semi-equality.
All of the information we need to explore possible continuations of a semi-equality
is contained in its state. Let us demonstrate this by an example.
Example 4.21. The diagram below shows that the restriction of the trace morphism ’
introduced in Example 4.11 to the submonoid M(\{x}; I)∼= {y; z; p; q; r}∗ is really
injective. The idea of the calculation is to 7nd a counter-example to injectivity by
starting from the pair (1; 1) and successively adding letters y, z, p, q and r from the
right to both components to build new semi-equalities with the aim of reaching some
semi-equality possessing the state (1; 1). The states of the semi-equalities obtained by
this construction are depicted here together with the letters from  used to acquire
them; for each state, the underlined component is the one we try to extend in every
possible way without violating (1).
For weak morphisms, Lemma 4.20 can be partially reversed, namely, if we have
a semi-equality whose state consists entirely of independent letters, then it can be
prolonged into a counter-example.
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Lemma 4.22. Let ’ :M(; I)→M(′; I ′) be a weak morphism such that there exists
a non-trivial semi-equality (u; v) for ’ with a state (u′; v′) which satis6es
alph(u′v′)× alph(u′v′) ⊆ I ′:
Then ’ is not a coding.
Proof. Using Lemma 3.27 one calculates
’(u
←
# ) ∼I ′ ’(u)←−−’(#) ∼I ′ ’(#)←−−’(u) ∼I ′ ’(#←u );
where the equivalence in the middle is a consequence of Lemma 3.13 since
(’(v)\’(u))←−−−−−−−−(’(u)\’(v)) ∼I ′ (’(u)\’(v))←−−−−−−−−(’(v)\’(u))
due to the assumption.
Let us now justify the consideration of reduced states. In Section 10 we need to
7nd a counter-example to injectivity under certain assumptions. In order to do this,
we construct a semi-equality 7rst and then we inductively extend it until Lemma 4.22
can be applied. Because a counter-example has to be found regardless of numbers
of occurrences of letters in the images of elements of , the reduced state contains
exactly the information common to all the possible cases. The 7rst prerequisite for this
construction is the ability to multiply the lengths of blocks in the state of the current
semi-equality by an arbitrary 7xed positive integer.
Lemma 4.23. Let ’ :M(; I)→M(′; I ′) be a weak morphism and let (u; v) be a
semi-equality for ’ with a state (u′; v′). Then, for every n∈N, the pair
(idNnM(;I)(u); id
Nn
M(;I)(v))
is a semi-equality for ’ with the state
(idNnM(′ ;I ′)(u
′); idNnM(′ ;I ′)(v
′)):
Proof. It follows directly from Lemma 4.14, Remark 3.14 and from the fact
idNnM(′ ;I ′)(’(v))\idNnM(′ ;I ′)(’(u)) = idNnM(′ ;I ′)(’(v)\’(u));
which is easy to verify.
Often we have to append a new pair of elements of  to a semi-equality in order
to remove a given letter from the state, which in our constructions usually results in
a replacement of this letter with another one together with some eKect on the rest of
the current state. This situation is described in general by the following lemma.
Lemma 4.24. Let ’ :M(; I)→M(′; I ′) be a weak morphism and let (u; v) be a
semi-equality for ’ with a state (u′; v′). In addition, let x; y∈ and
a ∈ init(v′)∩ alph(’(x))\alph(’(y)) (6)
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be letters satisfying
(alph(u′ · ’(x))\{a})× alph(v′ · ’(y)) ⊆ I ′; (7)
x ∈ D(alph(u)) & y ∈ D(alph(v)): (8)
Let m be the length of the 6rst a-block in v′ and n= |’(x)|a. Then the pair
(idNnM(;I)(u) · xm; idNnM(;I)(v) · ym) (9)
is a semi-equality for ’ and its state ( Pu; Pv) satis6es a =∈ init( Pv).
Proof. Due to (8), the initial alphabets of the new pair are the same as those of (u; v),
which veri7es the 7rst condition of De7nition 4.18. We are going to check the validity
of the second condition using Lemma 3.15. By Lemma 4.23, it is enough to verify
that (1) holds for the traces
u0 = id
Nn
M(′ ;I ′)(u
′) · (’(x))m and v0 = idNnM(′ ;I ′)(v′) · (’(y))m:
It is clear for letters diKerent from a due to (7). Since alph(u′)× alph(v′)⊆ I ′\id′
and ’ is weak, no letters dependent on a appear in u0, and because a =∈ alph(’(y)),
the number of occurrences of a in u0 is equal to the length of the 7rst a-block in v0.
Hence (1) holds also for a and a =∈ init( Pv) as desired.
Remark 4.25. The construction of Lemma 4.24 will be in fact occasionally used even
when condition (7) is not satis7ed; in such a case one has to ensure that (9) is really
a semi-equality independently.
5. Reduction to the weak coding equivalent
In this section we describe the fundamental connection between the problems TCP
and W-TCP. For an arbitrary trace morphism ’ :M(; I)→M(′; I ′), we consider
for every letter x∈ the decomposition of the image ’(x ∼l) into primitive roots of
connected components. By Proposition 3.19 primitive traces do not commute unless
they are equal or independent and therefore the substantial information characterizing
their behaviour is their content. So, we introduce suGciently many new letters for
each possible content and replace these primitive roots with them. Since in each of the
images there is at most one primitive root with a given content, for 7xed alphabets
(; I) and (′; I ′) we can manage with a 7nite number of new letters. In this way
we express every morphism ’ as a composition of a weak morphism and a strong
morphism. Clearly, if ’ is a coding, the weak morphism constructed must be a coding
as well. On the other hand, we can use Proposition 3.25 to 7nd a strong coding for
prolonging any coding to the new codomain monoid into a coding to the original one.
Let us perform this construction in detail. For a graph (V; E), we denote
C(V; E) = {X ⊆ V | |X |¿ 2 and (X; E) is connected}:
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Denition 5.1. Let (; I), (′; I ′) be independence alphabets. We extend (′; I ′) into
a new independence alphabet (′; I ′) as follows. Let
′ = 
′ ∪ (C(′; D′)×)
and, for a word u∈(′)∗, de7ne its extended content ealph(u)⊆′ as
ealph(u) = (alph(u)∩′) ∪⋃{A | (A; x) ∈ alph(u)\′}:
Finally, for /; 0∈′, set
(/; 0) ∈ I ′ ⇔ ealph(/)× ealph(0) ⊆ I ′ or / = 0: (10)
Then the pair of independence alphabets (; I), (′; I ′) is called saturated.
Remark 5.2. It is easy to verify that ealph(/)∩ ealph(0) =∅ implies (/; 0)∈D′ for
any distinct elements /; 0∈′; therefore the relation I ′ can be equivalently de7ned
by the condition
(/; 0) ∈ I ′\id′ ⇔ ealph(/)× ealph(0) ⊆ I ′\id′ : (11)
Notice also that if a word u∈(′)∗ satis7es ealph(u)× ealph(u)⊆ I ′, then u∈(′)∗.
Remark 5.3. If M(′; I ′)∼= ∏ni=1 M(′i ; I ′i ), where n∈N, and  is an arbitrary 7nite
alphabet, then M(′; I ′)∼=
∏n
i=1 M((′i); (I ′i )).
As the relation ∼I ′ preserves extended content, the notion of extended content can
be used also for traces.
Proposition 5.4. Let ’ :M(; I)→M(′; I ′) be any morphism of trace monoids. Then
there exist a weak morphism  :M(; I)→M(′; I ′) and a strong morphism
1 :M(′; I ′)→M(′; I ′) such that 1 ◦  =’. Moreover, if the morphism ’ is strong
then the weak morphism  can be chosen strong too.
Proof. For x ∈  let us denote Px = PR(’(x ∼I )) and
Qx = {s ∈ Px | |alph(s)|¿ 2}; Rx = {a ∈ ′ | (a ∼I ′) ∈ Px}:
We construct a weak morphism  7rst. For every A ∈ C(′; D′) we choose any
mapping eA :  →  such that for all x; y ∈ ; x = y:
eA(x) = eA(y)⇐⇒ ∃s ∈ Px ∩ Py: alph(s) = A:
Such mappings eA certainly exist because the de7ning condition always determines an
equivalence relation on . Now for every letter x ∈ , consider the decomposition of
the trace ’(x ∼I ) into primitive roots of its connected components
’(x ∼I ) =
( ∏
s∈Qx
sis
)
·
(

Rx
(’(x ∼I ))
)
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and de7ne
 (x) =
( ∏
s∈Qx
(alph(s); ealph(s)(x))is
)
·
(

Rx
(’(x))
)
:
We prove that this mapping  really extends to a weak morphism. Let (x; y) ∈ I .
Then ’(x)’(y) ∼I ′ ’(y)’(x) and Proposition 3.19 applied to the traces ’(x ∼I ) and
’(y ∼I ) gives
∀s ∈ Px; t ∈ Py: s = t =⇒ alph(s)× alph(t) ⊆ I ′: (12)
In order to verify alph( (x)) × alph( (y)) ⊆ I ′, take any elements s∈Qx; t ∈Qy,
a ∈ Rx; b ∈ Ry. We immediately deduce (a; b) ∈ I ′ and (a; (alph(t); ealph(t)(y))) ∈ I ′
from (12). If s = t then alph(s) × alph(t) ⊆ I ′ holds due to (12) and if s = t then
ealph(s)(x) = ealph(t)(y) by the de7nition of ealph(s). In both cases we obtain(
(alph(s); ealph(s)(x)); (alph(t); ealph(t)(y))
) ∈ I ′:
Altogether, we get alph( (x)) × alph( (y)) ⊆ I ′. Trivially, the morphism  is also
strong whenever ’ is.
Now we de7ne a strong morphism 1: M(′; I ′)→M(′; I ′). For a ∈ ′ let 1(a) =
a and for (A; x) ∈ ′\′ let
1((A; x) ∼I ′) =
{
s if ∃y ∈ : s ∈ Py; alph(s) = A; eA(y) = x;
1 otherwise:
Notice that the second rule is unambiguous due to the de7nition of eA. Since we have
alph(1(/)) ⊆ ealph(/) for every / ∈ ′, by (11) this assignment de7nes a strong
morphism. Finally, it is clear that ’ = 1 ◦  holds.
Proposition 5.5. Let (; I), (′; I ′) be independence alphabets. Then the following
conditions are equivalent:
(i) There exists a coding from M(; I) to M(′; I ′).
(ii) There exists a weak coding from M(; I) to M(′; I ′).
(iii) There exists a coding from M(; I) to M(′; I ′).
Proof. (i)⇒(ii). If ’ :M(; I)→M(′; I ′) is a coding, by Proposition 5.4 there is
a weak morphism  :M(; I)→M(′; I ′) such that ’=1 ◦  for some strong mor-
phism 1 :M(′; I ′)→M(′; I ′). Hence  is also injective.
(ii)⇒(iii) is trivial.
(iii)⇒(i). Let  :M(; I)→M(′; I ′) be any coding. Because the mapping
H = ealph|′ : ′ → 2
′
satis7es both conditions in Proposition 3.25 due to (10) and (11), there exists a strong
coding 1 :M(′; I ′)→M(′; I ′). Therefore we obtain a desired coding ’ as the com-
position 1 ◦  .
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Example 5.6. As an example, let us employ Proposition 5.5 to characterize up to
isomorphism all trace submonoids of the monoid M(′; I ′), where ′={a; b; c; d} and
the dependence graph (′; D′) is a—b—c—d (hence the independence graph (′; I ′)
is c—a—d—b). By Proposition 5.5 this task is the same as to 7nd those trace monoids
M(; I) for which a weak coding ’ :M(; I)→M(′; I ′) exists.
First observe that the pairs of independent elements of ′ are just (a; c), (a; d),
(a; ({c; d}; x)), (b; d) and (d; ({a; b}; x)) for every x∈. Since only two elements
of ′, namely a and d, are independent of at least two other elements, there can
be only two letters in  independent of at least two other letters and their im-
ages can contain only the letter a (d respectively); in particular, the graph (; I)
is acyclic. Suppose there are x; y; z∈ satisfying alph(’(x))={a}, x D y, x D z and
y I z. Then there is /∈′ independent of d such that alph(’(y))∪alph(’(z))⊆{d; /}
and /∈alph(’(y))∩ alph(’(z)). Consequently the word u=y|’(z)|/ xz|’(y)|/ veri7es the
condition (ii) of Lemma 4.2 and so ’ is not injective. Next, if there are x; y; z; r∈ sat-
isfying x I y, z I r and {x; y}×{z; r}⊆D, then alph(’(xy))∩ alph(’(zr))=∅. Indeed, if
/∈alph(’(xy))∩ alph(’(zr)) holds, then we have alph(’(xy))={/; 0}, 0∈alph(’(x))
∩ alph(’(y)) and alph(’(zr))={/; 6} for some 0; 6∈′ and thus the condition (ii) of
Lemma 4.2 holds for u=x|’(y)|0 zy|’(x)|0 .
Altogether, the independence graph (; I) is of one of the following forms:
(i) One connected component of (; I) is a subgraph of a graph of the form
and the other components are trivial.
(ii) The graph (; I) consists of two connected components with two elements and
arbitrarily many trivial ones.
On the other hand, in both cases some weak coding ’ really exists: it is enough to
de7ne in the 7rst case ’(x)=a, ’(y)=d, ’(xi)=({c; d}; xi) and ’(yi)=({a; b}; yi)
and in the second case map the letters of the non-trivial components to the words b,
bd, c and ac, and for any z∈ forming a trivial component de7ne ’(z)=(′; z).
Corollary 5.7. Let C be an arbitrary class of trace morphisms containing all weak
codings. Then the C-TCP restricted to saturated pairs of independence alphabets is
equivalent to the TCP modulo e>ective reductions.
Proof. By Proposition 5.5, instead of a given instance of the TCP we can equivalently
consider the corresponding saturated pair, which is easy to construct; and in the case
of saturated pairs there is a coding if and only if there is a coding belonging to C.
Now we state the analogue of Proposition 5.5 for strong codings, which provides a
reformulation of Proposition 3.25 characterizing the existence of strong codings using
the notion of saturated pairs.
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Proposition 5.8. Let (; I), (′; I ′) be independence alphabets. Then the following
conditions are equivalent.
(i) There exists a strong coding from M(; I) to M(′; I ′).
(ii) There exists a strong and weak coding from M(; I) to M(′; I ′).
(iii) There exists a strong coding from M(; I) to M(′; I ′).
(iv) There exists a mapping H :→ 2′ satisfying for every x; y∈:
H (x)×H (y) ⊆ I ′\id′ ⇔ (x; y) ∈ I\id;
H (x)×H (y) ⊆ I ′ ⇔ (x; y) ∈ I:
Moreover, if H is any such mapping then every mapping ’0 :→ (′)∗ satisfying
alph(’0(x))=H (x) for all x∈ extends to a strong and weak coding from M(; I)
to M(′; I ′).
Proof. This can be proved by the same arguments as Proposition 5.5; the last claim
and the equivalence of conditions (ii) and (iv) follow from Lemma 4.8.
Notice that in Proposition 5.5 there is the same domain monoid in each of the three
conditions. This makes it suitable for showing decidability of the TCP for some classes
of instances speci7ed by properties of the domain monoid by means of proving the
corresponding result for weak morphisms, which is the aim of Sections 6 and 7. Let us
now illustrate its usage by transferring Proposition 4.7 to the case of general codings.
Proposition 5.9. Let (i; Ii) for i∈{1; : : : ; n} and (′; I ′) be independence alphabets.
Then there exists a coding from
∏n
i=1 M(i; Ii) to M(′; I ′) if and only if there
exist subalphabets ′i ⊆′, for every i∈{1; : : : ; n}, such that ′i ×′j ⊆ I ′\id′ holds
for every i; j∈{1; : : : ; n}, i =j, and codings
’i :M(i; Ii)→M(′i ; I ′)
for every i∈{1; : : : ; n}.
Proof. We have to prove only the direct implication, the converse is clear. Let  be
the disjoint union of i. By Proposition 5.5 there exists a weak coding
 :
n∏
i=1
M(i; Ii)→M(′; I ′):
Proposition 4.7 provides us with subsets X ′i ⊆′ such that X ′i ×X ′j ⊆ I ′\id′ for
every i =j and with weak codings  i :M(i; Ii)→M(X ′i ; I ′). Let us consider the al-
phabets ′i=
⋃{ealph(/) | /∈X ′i }. Then ′i ×′j ⊆ I ′\id′ for i =j due to (11) and
X ′i ⊆ (′i)⊆′. Because the relation I ′ is de7ned on elements of ′\′ according
to their 7rst components, elements of ′\′ which have the same 7rst components are
mutually interchangeable in the alphabet (′; I ′). Therefore we can replace second
components of all elements of ′\′ occurring in some  i-images with letters from i
to obtain weak codings 1i :M(i; Ii)→M((′i)i ; I ′i); notice that the relations I ′ and
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I ′i coincide on (
′
i)i and that there are enough letters in (
′
i)i to perform this replace-
ment since the codings  i are weak and (A; x)D′ (A; y) for every (A; x); (A; y)∈′\′
with x =y. Applying Proposition 5.5 in the reverse direction, we get the required cod-
ings ’i :M(i; Ii)→M(′i ; I ′).
6. Acyclic dependence alphabets
In the following two sections we show that in some cases the existence of a weak
coding between trace monoids M(; I) and M(′; I ′) is equivalent to the existence
of a choice of contents of images of generators of the monoid M(; I) satisfying
certain regularity conditions. This choice will be provided by a mapping f :→ 2′ ;
besides requirements on f assuring that it allows us to de7ne a weak morphism and
guarding against linear dependence on free commutative submonoids, we introduce a
condition ensuring unique decipherability on every submonoid of M(; I) generated
by a subalphabet of  on which the dependence relation forms a tree. In this section
we deal this way with domain monoids whose dependence alphabets are acyclic and
in the next section we generalize the result, in the case of codomain monoids which
are direct products of free monoids, to all C3; C4-free dependence alphabets.
A crucial role in our considerations will be played by those letters of the codomain
alphabet which occur in the image of exactly one generator of the domain monoid.
Recall that according to Lemma 4.4, letters of the codomain alphabet independent of
all letters occurring in the images are not signi7cant for injectivity; that is why in the
following de7nition of central letters they are excluded. Actually, since the process of
reconstructing a word from its image under a weak coding by means of central letters
is inductive, we have to consider central letters also for each subset of the domain
alphabet.
Let us now present the main de7nitions.
Denition 6.1. Let (; I) and (′; I ′) be independence alphabets. Let f :→ 2′ be
an arbitrary mapping and let x∈X ⊆. The set of central letters for X in f(x) with
respect to f is de7ned as
CXf (x) = {a ∈ f(x) | (∃y ∈ X; b ∈ f(y) : (a; b) ∈ D′)
& (∀y ∈ X : a ∈ f(y)⇒ x = y)}
and the set of central letters for X with respect to f as the (disjoint) union
CXf =
⋃
x∈X
CXf (x):
Denition 6.2. Let (; I) and (′; I ′) be two independence alphabets and f :→ 2′
a mapping. We call f a wlt-mapping from (; I) to (′; I ′) if it satis7es the following
conditions (W), (L) and (T).
(W)—weakness:
For every x; y∈ : (x; y)∈I ⇔ f(x)×f(y)⊆ I ′.
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(L)—regularity on linear parts:
For all X ⊆ such that X ×X ⊆ I , there exists an injective mapping X :X →′ sat-
isfying ∀x∈X : X (x)∈f(x).
(T)—regularity on trees:
For all X ⊆ such that (X; D) is a tree, there exist a letter x∈X and an injective map-
ping 1X; x :D(x)∩X →D′(CXf (x)) satisfying ∀y∈D(x)∩X : 1X; x(y)∈f(y). Such letter
x will be called X -deciphering for f.
Remark 6.3. The condition (W) ensures that every morphism constructed according to
the mapping f satis7es (5). In what follows, when referring to (W) we mostly utilize
only its direct implication; the converse implication is in fact a special case of (T) for
2-element subtrees.
Notice that the condition (L) in particular guarantees that f(x) =∅ for every x∈;
this corresponds to the morphism property of being non-erasing.
Remark 6.4. It is clear from the de7nition that the restriction of any wlt-mapping from
(; I) to (′; I ′) to an arbitrary subalphabet of  is again a wlt-mapping.
Example 6.5. Take any n∈N, n¿3, and let the domain dependence alphabet (; D)
be isomorphic to Pn with the ith letter on the path denoted by xi, for i∈{1; : : : ; n}. Fur-
ther, consider the monoid M(′; I ′)={a1; b1}∗× · · · × {an−1; bn−1}∗. Then the rules
ai∈f(xi) and bi∈f(xi+1), for each i∈{1; : : : ; n − 1}, de7ne a wlt-mapping f from
(; I) to (′; I ′) where all vertices of every subtree X of the graph (; D) are X -
deciphering for f. Now choose any index k∈{2; : : : ; n − 1} and construct from f a
new mapping g :→ 2′ by adding the letter ai into f(xi+2) for i∈{1; : : : ; k − 1} and
bi into f(xi−1) for i∈{k; : : : ; n − 1}. Then g is also a wlt-mapping from (; I) to
(′; I ′), but only one -deciphering letter exists for g, namely xk . As we will see in
Lemma 6.13, this behaviour of our wlt-mapping is not just a mere coincidence.
Example 6.6. Consider the dependence alphabet (; D) isomorphic to the graph Cn,
where n¿5, and let M(′; I ′)={a1; b1}∗× · · ·× {an−1; bn−1}∗. It is not hard to show
that there are, up to symmetry, just two wlt-mappings from (; I) to (′; I ′); namely,
if we denote the letters on the cycle (; D) by x1; : : : ; xn in a natural order, one of
the mappings is de7ned by setting ai∈f(xi) for all i∈{1; : : : ; n − 1}, b1∈f(xn) and
bi∈f(xi−1)∩f(xi+1) for all i∈{2; : : : ; n − 1}, and the other one can be obtained by
adding the letter b1 into f(x2).
We start the detailed examination of the notions introduced in the above de7nitions
with two simple observations.
Lemma 6.7. Let (; I), (′; I ′) be independence alphabets, f :→ 2′ a mapping
satisfying (W) and X ⊆ a subset such that the graph (X; D) is C3; C4-free.
(i) If letters x; y; z∈X , y =z, a∈f(x), b∈f(y) and c∈f(z) satisfy (a; b); (a; c)∈D′,
then a∈CXf (x).
(ii) If letters a∈f(x) and b∈f(y), where x; y∈X , satisfy (a; b)∈D′, then either
a∈CXf (x) or b∈CXf (y).
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Proof. (i) Notice that if a∈f(r) for some r∈X , then (x; y); (x; z); (r; y); (r; z)∈D due
to (W) and thus r=x since (X; D) is C3; C4-free.
(ii) Assume b∈CXf (y) does not hold. Then there is z∈X , z =y, such that b∈f(z).
Hence a∈CXf (x) by (i).
Lemma 6.8. Let (; I) and (′; I ′) be independence alphabets and f : → 2′ any
mapping satisfying (W). Let x∈X ⊆ and let Y ⊆X be the subset consisting of all
elements of X whose distance from the vertex x in the graph (X; D) is at most 2.
Then CXf (x)=C
Y
f(x) holds and therefore x is X -deciphering for f if and only if it is
Y -deciphering for f.
Proof. Consider a∈CXf (x). Then there exist y∈X and b∈f(y) such that (a; b)∈D′.
Due to (W) we have (x; y)∈D and so y∈Y . Hence a∈CYf(x).
Conversely, if a∈CYf(x) then for any y∈X with a∈f(y) we employ the existence
of a letter z∈Y with some b∈f(z) satisfying (a; b)∈D′ to conclude x D z and z D y
using (W). Thus y∈Y and consequently x=y.
Remark 6.9. From Lemma 6.8 one can see that if X ⊆ is an arbitrary subset and
Y is a connected component of the graph (X; D), then CXf (x)=C
Y
f(x) for all x∈Y .
Therefore in the condition (T) of De7nition 6.2 we can equivalently require (X; D) to
be acyclic instead of a tree.
Now we state a lemma which provides two reformulations of the condition (T) of
De7nition 6.2. In contrast to (T), where the mappings 1X; x are de7ned locally on the
set D(x)∩X , these conditions require the existence of a suitable simultaneous choice
of dependent letters from ′ for all pairs of dependent letters from X .
Lemma 6.10. If (; I) and (′; I ′) are independence alphabets and f : → 2′ is any
mapping satisfying (W), then the following statements are equivalent:
(i) The mapping f satis6es (T).
(ii) For every X ⊆ such that (X; D) is a tree, there exists an injective mapping
:X : D∩ (X ×X )→D′ satisfying the conditions:
(a) ∀x; y∈X; x D y : :X (x; y)=(a; b)⇒ a∈f(x); b∈f(y).
(b) ∀x; y∈X; x D y : :X (x; y)=(a; b)⇒ :X (y; x)=(b; a).
(c) The dependence alphabet (′; Im(:X )) is acyclic.
(d) ∀a∈′\CXf : |Im(:X )(a)|61, i.e., every letter from ′ with at least two neigh-
bours in the graph (′; Im(:X )) is central for X .
(iii) For every X ⊆ such that (X; D) is a tree, there exists an injective mapping
;X : {{x; y}⊆X | x D y}→′ satisfying for all x; y∈X , x D y:
;X ({x; y}) ∈ f(x)∩D′(CXf (y)) or ;X ({x; y}) ∈ f(y)∩D′(CXf (x)): (13)
Proof. (i)⇒(ii) Let f satisfy (T). We construct required mappings :X inductively with
respect to the cardinality of the set X . So, let X ⊆ be such that (X; D) is a tree.
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Choose an X -deciphering letter x∈X for f and de7ne :X for y∈X , yD x, by the
rules :X (x; y)=(a; 1X; x(y)) and :X (y; x)=(1X; x(y); a), where a∈CXf (x)∩D′(1X; x(y)),
and for z; r∈X \{x}, z D r, by the rule :X (z; r)=:Y (z; r), where Y is the connected
component of (X \{x}; D) containing z and r.
The validity of the conditions (a) and (b) for :X is clear. In order to show that
:X is injective, assume :X (y; z)=:X (r; s)=(a; b) for some y; z; r; s∈X , yD z, r D s.
If a∈CXf (x) then y=r=x and b=1X; x(z)=1X; x(s), which implies z=s due to the
injectivity of 1X; x. Similarly one can deal with the case b∈CXf (x). Finally, if we have
a; b =∈CXf (x) then y; z; r; s∈X \{x} and since yD s follows from a∈f(y), b∈f(s) and
aD′ b using (W), the letters y, z, r and s belong to the same connected component Y
of (X \{x}; D) and we obtain (y; z)=(r; s) from the injectivity of :Y .
With the aim of proving that the dependence alphabet (′; Im(:X )) is acyclic by
means of contradiction, let us suppose there is a simple cycle a0; a1; : : : ; an=a0 in
(′; Im(:X )). Because 1X; x is injective, not all edges of this cycle lie in the set
:X (D∩ ((X ×{x}) ∪ ({x}×X ))). They also do not all belong to the same relation
:X (D∩ (Y ×Y )) for a connected component Y of the graph (X \{x}; D) thanks to
the property (c) of :Y . Therefore we can assume without loss of generality that for
some i∈N, 16i6n − 1, and some connected component Y of (X \{x}; D) we have
(ai; ai+1); : : : ; (an−1; an)∈:X (D∩ (Y ×Y )) and (a0; a1); (ai−1; ai) =∈ :X (D∩ (Y ×Y )).
Take the letters y; z∈X , yD z, and r; s∈Y , r D s, such that :X (y; z)=(a0; a1) and
:X (r; s)=(an−1; an). Then the conditions (W) and (a) give yD r and z D s since
a0 D′ an−1 and a1 D′ an. Thus y; z∈X ∩D(Y )⊆Y ∪ {x}. The equality y=x would im-
ply a0∈CXf (x) due to the de7nition of :X , contradicting a0∈f(s). Hence z=x and
y is the only element of D(x)∩Y . The same arguments can be applied also to the
pair (ai−1; ai), yielding (ai−1; ai)=:X (x; y)=(a1; a0). In particular ai=a0, which is
impossible as the cycle is simple.
It remains to verify (d). Assume (a; b); (a; c)∈Im(:X ), where a∈′\CXf . Then
(a; b)= :X (y; z) and (a; c)=:X (r; s) for some y; z; r; s∈X , yD z, r D s. Because a =∈CXf ,
a∈f(y), b∈f(z) and c∈f(s), Lemma 6.7(i) gives z=s. Since a =∈CXf , according
to the de7nition of the mapping :X we have neither y=x nor r=x. If z=x then
1X; x(y)=a=1X; x(r) by the de7nition of :X , which means y=r due to the injectivity
of 1X; x and we get b=c. Finally, in the case y; z; r∈Y for a connected component Y of
(X \{x}; D), either y=r, immediately leading to b=c, or y =r, which implies a =∈CYf
and consequently b=c by the condition (d) for :Y .
(ii)⇒(iii) Let X ⊆ be a subset such that (X; D) is a tree. For each non-trivial
connected component K of the dependence alphabet (′; Im(:X )) choose and 7x an
arbitrary letter aK ∈K ∩CXf , which always exists due to Lemma 6.7(ii). In order to
de7ne the mapping ;X , take any x; y∈X satisfying x D y. Then by the property (b) we
have {:X (x; y); :X (y; x)}={(b; c); (c; b)} for some (b; c)∈D′. Let K be the connected
component of (′; Im(:X )) containing b and c. Without loss of generality assume that
c is the predecessor of b on the simple path from aK to b in the tree (K; Im(:X ))
and de7ne ;X ({x; y})=b. Since either c=aK holds or c has at least two neighbours in
the graph (′; Im(:X )), the choice of the letter aK and the condition (d) imply c∈CXf .
Therefore we get (13) from (a).
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It remains to show that the mapping ;X is injective. Let letters x; y; z; r∈X sat-
isfy ;X ({x; y})=;X ({z; r}). Then up to symmetry :X (x; y)=:X (z; r)=(;X ({x; y}); c),
where c is the predecessor of ;X ({x; y}) on the simple path from aK to ;X ({x; y}) in
(′; Im(:X )). The injectivity of :X now gives (x; y)=(z; r).
(iii)⇒(i) Let X ⊆ be such that (X; D) is a tree and let ;X be a mapping which
meets the requirements of (iii). Since the number of edges in (X; D) is less than the
number of elements of X , we can choose a letter x∈X satisfying ;X ({x; y})∈f(y) for
all y∈D(x)∩X and de7ne 1X; x(y)=;X ({x; y}). The injectivity of 1X; x is clear from
the injectivity of ;X and because f(y)∩D′(CXf (y))=∅ due to (W), the condition (13)
implies 1X; x(y)∈f(y)∩D′(CXf (x)). Hence x is an X -deciphering letter for f.
The following claim presents a simpli7cation of the conditions of Lemma 6.10 in
the case of codomain monoids which are direct products of free monoids.
Lemma 6.11. Let (; I) be an independence alphabet and let M(′; I ′)=
∏n
i=1 (
′
i)
∗
for pairwise disjoint alphabets ′1; : : : ; 
′
n. Let f :→ 2
′
be a mapping satisfying
both conditions (W) and (L). Then f is a wlt-mapping from (; I) to (′; I ′) if and
only if for every X ⊆ such that (X; D) is a tree there exists an injective mapping
<X : {{x; y} ⊆ X | x D y}→{1; : : : ; n}
satisfying for all x; y∈X , x D y:
|(f(x) ∪ f(y))∩′<X ({x;y})| = 2: (14)
Proof. Assuming validity of (W), we prove the equivalence of the condition (ii) of
Lemma 6.10 and the condition given in this lemma. First notice that whenever (X; D)
is C3-free, the graph (
⋃
f(X ); D′) is C3-free too by (W), which means
∀i ∈ {1; : : : ; n} : |⋃f(x)∩′i |6 2: (15)
In particular, the graph (
⋃
f(X ); D′) is acyclic and both conditions (c) and (d) are
immediate consequences of (a).
“⇒” Let X ⊆ be an arbitrary subset such that (X; D) is a tree and consider a
mapping :X verifying the condition (ii) of Lemma 6.10. For any x; y∈X , x D y, we
have :X (x; y)=(a; b), where a; b∈′i for some i∈{1; : : : ; n}. Then (b) ensures that
we can correctly de7ne <X ({x; y})= i. The condition (14) holds for this <X thanks
to (15) and (a). In order to show the injectivity of <X , take any letters x; y; z; r∈X
satisfying x D y, z D r and <X ({x; y})=<X ({z; r}). Now the images :X (x; y), :X (z; r),
:X (r; z) belong to ′<X ({x;y})×′<X ({x;y}) as well as to
⋃
f(X )× ⋃f(X ) by (a) and
at the same time :X (z; r) =:X (r; z) due to (b). Therefore the inequality (15) gives
:X (x; y)∈{:X (z; r); :X (r; z)}, which implies {x; y}={z; r} as :X is injective.
“⇐” Assume we have a mapping <X which meets the requirements given in the
lemma and take any x; y∈X satisfying x D y. Due to (14) and (W) there exist letters
a∈f(x)∩′<X ({x;y}) and b∈f(y)∩′<X ({x;y}), aD′ b, and we de7ne :X (x; y)=(a; b).
Then (a) is trivially valid and (b) is clear from (14). Finally, the injectivity of :X
follows from the injectivity of <X because of (b).
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Remark 6.12. An advantage of the conditions introduced in Lemmas 6.10 and 6.11 is
that it suGces to verify the existence of :X , ;X and <X , respectively, only for maximal
subtrees of (; D) since the restrictions of these mappings to any subtree Y of X also
satisfy the requirements.
Before proceeding to study relationships between wlt-mappings and weak codings,
let us state a useful consequence of Lemma 6.10, which essentially says that once
the condition (T) is violated, one cannot put it right by removing letters from the
images. This provides signi7cant help when one tries to verify non-existence of wlt-
mappings.
Lemma 6.13. Let f be a wlt-mapping from (; I) to (′; I ′) and let g :→ 2′
be any mapping satisfying (W) and f(x)⊆ g(x) for all x∈. Then g is also a
wlt-mapping.
Proof. It is clear that g satis7es (L). We verify the condition (ii) of Lemma 6.10 for g
using the same mappings :X as for f. The only non-trivial task is to prove the validity
of (d). Assume a∈′\CXg for a subtree X of (; D) and let (a; b); (a; c)∈Im(:X ). Then
(a; b)=:X (x; y) and (a; c)=:X (z; r) for certain letters x; y; z; r∈X . Because a∈g(x),
b∈g(y), c∈g(r), a =∈CXg and g satis7es (W), Lemma 6.7(i) gives us y=r. If a∈CXf
then we have x=z as well and therefore b=c. And in the case a =∈CXf we obtain the
desired equality b=c from the condition (d) for f.
The following claim shows that the existence of a wlt-mapping is always necessary
for the existence of a weak coding. In view of Proposition 5.5, it is a generalization
of Proposition 11 from [1], which states this for the simplest non-trivial case when
={a1; : : : ; ak ; b} and D=sym{(a1; b); : : : ; (ak ; b)}. The construction performed in its
proof is illustrated by Example 4.3.
Lemma 6.14. Let ’ : M(; I)→M(′; I ′) be any weak coding. Then alph ◦’| is a
wlt-mapping from (; I) to (′; I ′).
Proof. Let us denote f=alph ◦’|. The condition (W) is clear from (5) and (L) is
just a reformulation of Lemma 3.26. Suppose (T) does not hold. We will show that ’
is not a coding. Let X ⊆ be a subset falsifying (T). Take an arbitrary x∈X . Then
the system
(

D′(CXf (x))
(’(y ∼l))
)
y∈D(x)∩ X
(16)
of elements of the submonoid of M(′; I ′) generated by
⋃
f(D(x)∩X ), which is free
commutative, is linearly dependent. Therefore we can split D(x)∩X into disjoint sets
Lx and Rx such that there exist n
y
x ∈N0, for y∈D(x)∩X , not all of them equal to 0,
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satisfying
∏
y∈Lx
(

D′(CXj (x))
(’(y))
)nyx
∼l
∏
y∈Rx
(

D′(CXj (x))
(’(y))
)nyx
: (17)
Suppose we have 7xed, for every x∈X and y∈D(x)∩X , some Lx, Rx and nyx
satisfying (17). In addition, since the dependence relation restricted to X is acyclic, it
is easy to ful7l the condition
∀x; y ∈ X : y ∈ Lx ⇔ x ∈ Ry
by interchanging Lx with Rx for appropriate letters x∈X . Now we choose a subtree Y
of (X; D), |Y |¿2, satisfying the condition
∀x ∈ Y; y ∈ D(x)∩X : nyx = 0⇔ y ∈ Y ; (18)
if we understand X as a directed graph, where there is an arrow from x to y∈D(x) if
and only if nyx =0, then we obtain Y as a terminal strongly connected component of
this graph. Further, we take numbers mx∈N for x∈Y such that
∀x; y; z ∈ Y : y; z ∈ D(x)⇒ my
mz
=
nyx
nzx
; (19)
such numbers can be easily constructed inductively while adding vertices of the tree
one by one, namely, when we add to the current subtree Z ⊆Y a vertex y∈Y\Z
dependent on x∈Z , then we already have mz=(k=l) · nzx for every z∈D(x)∩Z and for
7xed integers k; l∈N, so it is enough to multiply the values mz for all z∈Z by l and
set my=k · nyx .
Let u∈Y ∗ be an arbitrary word consisting of exactly one x-block of length mx for
each letter x∈Y such that for every x; y∈Y , if (x; y)∈D, then y precedes x in u if
and only if y∈Lx. Clearly u ∼I ←−u since |Y |¿2. We will verify that ’(u) ∼I ′ ’(←−u )
holds by means of Lemma 3.6, thus reaching a contradiction with the injectivity of ’.
Let a; b∈ ⋃f(Y ) satisfy (a; b)∈D′. Then at least one of these letters (say a) belongs
to CYf(x) for a certain x∈Y due to Lemma 6.7(ii). Hence, the trace ’(u) ∼I ′ contains
only one a-block and the number of occurrences of b preceding (succeeding) this block
in ’(u) ∼I ′ is
∑
y∈Lx ∩ Y (my · |’(y)|b),
∑
y∈Rx ∩ Y (my · |’(y)|b) respectively. By (17),
(18) and (19) these numbers are equal and therefore a; b(’(u))=a; b(’(←−u )).
To be able to prove that in some cases the existence of a wlt-mapping suGces
for producing a weak coding, we need a procedure converting the local regularity
conditions of De7nition 6.2 into a global construction fully exploiting their potential.
This is the aim of the following technical lemma.
Lemma 6.15. Let m; n∈N and let Z ⊆{1; : : : ; m}×{1; : : : ; n} be any subset. Then
there exists an (m× n)-matrix A=(aij) over N0 such that
(i) aij=0 if and only if (i; j)∈Z ,
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(ii) for every M⊆{1; : : : ; m} and N⊆{1; : : : ; n} with |M |= |N |, the submatrix A(M;N )
of A is regular if and only if there exists a bijection ; :M →N which satis6es
(i; ;(i)) =∈Z for all i∈M .
Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume m6n. Consider the increasing se-
quence S of natural numbers sk=mm
2k
, for k∈N0, and complete the matrix A on non-Z
coordinates with arbitrary elements of this sequence, taking each of them only once.
The “only if” part of the condition (ii) is clear since if there is not such a bijection,
then det(A(M;N ))=0 due to the 7rst condition. For the converse, let us consider the
products p;=
∏
i∈M ai;(i) which make up the determinant of A(M;N ), for all bijec-
tions ; :M →N . By the assumption, not all of these products are zero. Take any two
distinct bijections 1; ; :M →N satisfying p1 =0 =p;. Let k∈N0 be the greatest inte-
ger such that the number sk lies in one of the sets {ai1(i) | i∈M} and {ai;(i) | i∈M}
(say in the former one) but not in the other. Then k¿1 and we can easily calculate
p1=p;¿sk=smk−1¿m!. As there are at most m! non-zero products summed in the deter-
minant, the greatest one is bigger than the sum of the others and thus det(A(M;N )) =0.
In order to employ this lemma for our purposes, we have to understand every weak
morphism ’ :M(; I)→M(′; I ′) as a (×′)-matrix (|’(x)|a)x∈; a∈′ over N0.
Since alph ◦’|=f can be rephrased as
|’(x)|a = 0⇔ a ∈ f(x);
a wlt-mapping f just determines non-zero entries of this matrix and the conditions
(L) and (T) provide regularity of certain submatrices when ’ is constructed using
Lemma 6.15.
Proposition 6.16. Let (; I) and (′; I ′) be independence alphabets satisfying one of
the following conditions.
(i) M(; I) is a direct product of free monoids.
(ii) The graph (; D) is acyclic.
Then there exists a weak coding from M(; I) to M(′; I ′) if and only if there exists
a wlt-mapping from (; I) to (′; I ′).
Remark 6.17. The 7rst case was already solved for general trace morphisms in [1];
notice that in this case the requirement (T) is redundant.
Proof. The “only if” part is a direct consequence of Lemma 6.14.
Let f be any wlt-mapping from (; I) to (′; I ′). We prove the converse implication
in the case (i) 7rst. Let us assume M(; I)=(1)∗× · · · × (n)∗. Due to (W) and (L),
we can use Lemma 6.15 to construct some weak morphism ’ :M(; I)→M(′; I ′)
satisfying alph ◦’|=f such that for all subsets X ⊆ with X ×X ⊆ I , the system
(’(x))x∈X of elements of the free commutative monoid generated by the set
⋃
f(X )
is linearly independent. This demonstrates that case (i) of Lemma 4.2 cannot happen.
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Because (W) makes the case (ii) of Lemma 4.2 also impossible by Lemma 4.8 applied
to the monoids (i)∗ for i∈{1; : : : ; n} with |i|¿1, we conclude that ’ is a coding.
In the case (ii), we employ all conditions of De7nition 6.2 and Lemma 6.15 7rst
to construct a weak morphism ’ :M(; I)→M(′; I ′) such that the same conditions
as in the previous case are satis7ed and in addition for all X ⊆ such that (X; D)
is a tree, there is x∈X for which the system (16) is linearly independent. As these
conditions are valid also for each induced subgraph of (; D), to prove that ’ is a
coding we can use induction with respect to the number of vertices of the graph. So,
let us assume that ’ is injective on M(Y; I) for each proper subset Y of . If the graph
(; D) has no edges, then ’ is a coding due to the condition for independence cliques.
If it is not the case, let X be one of its non-trivial connected components and consider
x∈X such that (16) is linearly independent. Let u; v∈∗ satisfy ’(u) ∼I ′ ’(v). Since
X is a connected component of (; D), due to (W) letters from CXf (x) occur just in
the image of x and letters from D′(CXf (x)) just in the images of elements of D(x)⊆X .
As CXf (x) =∅, the equality |u|x= |v|x holds. Further we deduce

CXf (x)∪D′(CXf (x))
(
’
(

{x}∪D(x)
(u)
))
∼I ′ 
CXf (x)∪D′(CXf (x))
(
’
(

{x}∪D(x)
(v)
))
and the independence of system (16) gives us x;y(u)=x;y(v) for every y∈D(x).
Because ’ is injective on the submonoid M(\{x}; I), we can apply Lemma 4.10 to
conclude u ∼I v. Thus ’ is a coding.
7. Direct products of free monoids
Now we are going to present a solution of the W-TCP for all instances which
have the dependence alphabet of the domain monoid C3; C4-free and whose codomain
monoid is a direct product of free monoids. Because the property of being a direct
product of free monoids is preserved by the construction of De7nition 5.1, we obtain
also the corresponding decidability result for the TCP by applying Proposition 5.5. As
the following example shows, unlike in the cases covered by Proposition 6.16, in this
situation it is not true that for every wlt-mapping f there exists a coding ’ such that
alph ◦’|=f, therefore a modi7cation of the wlt-mapping in order to make it suitable
for a construction of a coding is unavoidable.
Example 7.1. On the alphabet ={x; y; z; r; s; t} de7ne the dependence relation D by
the graph
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and let
M(′; I ′) = {a1; a2}∗×{b1; b2}∗×{c1; c2}∗×{d1; d2}∗×{e1; e2}∗:
Consider the wlt-mapping f from (; I) to (′; I ′) given by the rules
f(x) = {a1; b1}; f(y) = {a2; b2; c1; d1}; f(z) = {a1; c2; e1};
f(r) = {c1; e2}; f(s) = {d1; e1}; f(t) = {b1; d2}:
When proving that every morphism ’ :M(; I)→M(′; I ′) satisfying alph ◦’|=f
fails to be a coding, we can assume
|’(x)|a1 = |’(y)|d1 = |’(z)|a1 = |’(s)|d1 = 1
by Lemma 4.17 and
|’(y)|a2 = |’(y)|b2 = |’(z)|c2 = |’(r)|d2 = |’(t)|e2 = 1
since all of these letters occur only in one of the images. Thus
’(x) = a1bi1; ’(y) = a2b2c
j
1d1; ’(z) = a1c2e
k
1 ;
’(r) = cp1e2; ’(s) = d1e
m
1 ; ’(t) = b
n
1d2
for some i; j; k; l; m; n∈N. Then u=xlmnyklnzlmnrjkntilmskln satis7es ’(u) ∼I ′ ’(←−u ),
which shows that ’ is not injective.
Our approach is based on calculating how many of the free submonoids of the
codomain monoid have their elements employed by a given wlt-mapping. We show
that there are in fact always enough letters for constructing some morphism whose
injectivity is easy to prove. Let us 7rst introduce a requirement on wlt-mappings which
is suGcient to avoid counter-examples of the second form of Lemma 4.2.
Lemma 7.2. Let ’ :M(; I)→M(′; I ′) be an arbitrary weak morphism and let us
denote f=alph ◦’|. If every connected component of the graph (; D) contains at
most one vertex x∈ such that f(y)∩D′(Cf(x))=∅ for some vertex y∈D(x), then
condition (ii) of Lemma 4.2 does not hold.
Proof. Assume that a word u∈∗ veri7es condition (ii) of Lemma 4.2. Then for
every x∈ init(u ∼I ), the last occurrence of x in u is succeeded by an occurrence of
some y∈D(x), because init(u ∼I )∩ 7n(u ∼I )=∅. If there exist letters a∈Cf(x) and
b∈f(y)∩D′(a), then a; b(’(u)) =a; b(’(←−u )), contradicting ’(u) ∼I ′ ’(←−u ). There-
fore f(y)∩D′(Cf(x))=∅ holds. Due to the symmetry, the same fact can be deduced
also for x∈7n(u ∼I ). As u ∼I is connected, by the assumption of the lemma this
implies that only one element of alph(u) can belong to init(u ∼I ) ∪ 7n(u ∼I ), which
is impossible since init(u ∼I )∩ 7n(u ∼I )=∅.
For counting of letters in the images we use the following property of graphs with
vertices valuated by non-negative integers.
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Lemma 7.3. Let (V; E) be a connected undirected graph together with a valuation
@ :V →N0 of its vertices. Assume that for every X ⊆V such that (X; E) is a tree,
there exists a vertex x∈X satisfying @(x)¿|EX (x)|, where EX (x)={y∈X | (x; y)∈E}.
Then
∑
x∈V @(x)¿|V | − 1.
Moreover, for every undirected graph (V; E), such a valuation @ :V →N0 satisfying
the equality
∑
x∈V @(x)= |V | − 1 exists.
Proof. The second claim can be obtained by setting @(x)= 1 for all vertices x∈V
except one; then every non-trivial subtree of (V; E) contains at least one leaf x with
the value @(x)= 1.
We are going to prove the 7rst claim through a contradiction. For this purpose,
let us consider some graph (V; E) and its valuation @ :V →N0 falsifying the claim
such that the number |@−1(0)| is the smallest possible, where @−1(0) stands for the
set {x∈V | @(x)= 0}. Clearly |@−1(0)|¿2. Additionally, assume that this graph pos-
sesses the minimal shortest distance between distinct zero-valuated vertices among
such counter-examples. Take some vertices y; z ∈V satisfying @(y)= @(z)= 0 whose
distance d is minimal. Then d¿2; otherwise X = {y; z} contradicts the assumption.
Let s be the successor of y on some shortest path to z and consider the valuation
# :V →N0 de7ned by the rules #(y)= 1, #(s)= @(s)−1¿0 and #(x)= @(x) for every
x∈V\{y; s}. Then either #(s)¿1 and therefore |#−1(0)|¡|@−1(0)| or #(s)=#(z)= 0
and the distance between s and z is d− 1. We will show that the valuation # satis7es
the assumptions of the lemma, thus contradicting the choice of @ since
∑
x∈V #(x)=∑
x∈V @(x).
Let X ⊆V be such that (X; E) is a tree. It is enough to deal with the case s∈X .
First assume y∈X . If y is a leaf of X , it is a required vertex. Otherwise a required
vertex can be obtained using the condition for @ on the maximal subtree of X which
contains the vertex y and does not contain s. In the case y ∈X , we also distinguish two
situations. If EX (y)= {s} then Y =X ∪{y} is a tree and each vertex x∈Y satisfying
@(x)¿|EY (x)| lies in X and satis7es #(x)¿|EX (x)|. If |EX (y)|¿2, take any vertex
t ∈EX (y) having the maximum distance from s in (X; E) and let Y be the subtree
of X consisting of all vertices such that the shortest paths connecting them with s
in (X; E) contain t. Then we get a required vertex by applying the condition for the
valuation @ to the tree Y ∪{y}.
Now we are ready to prove the main result of this section.
Proposition 7.4. Let (; D) be an arbitrary C3; C4-free dependence alphabet and let
M(′; I ′) be a direct product of m free monoids over at least two generators and
n free one-generated monoids. Let M be the number of non-trivial connected com-
ponents of the graph (; D) and let N be the number of trivial ones. Let ai, bi for
i∈{1; : : : ; m} and ci for i∈{1; : : : ; n} be distinct letters and consider the monoid
M(1; I1) =
m∏
i=1
{ai; bi}∗ ×
n∏
i=1
{ci}∗:
Then the following statements are equivalent.
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(i) There exists a weak coding from M(; I) to M(′; I ′).
(ii) There exists a coding from M(; I) to M(′; I ′).
(iii) There exists a weak coding from M(; I) to M(1; I1).
(iv) There exists a wlt-mapping from (; I) to (1; I1).
(v) || −M − N6m and || −M6m+ n.
Proof. (i)⇒(ii) and (iii)⇒(i) are trivial.
(ii)⇒(iii). First notice that M(′; I ′) is also a direct product of m free monoids
over at least two generators and n free one-generated monoids. By Proposition 5.5 there
exists some weak coding from M(; I) to M(′; I ′). And because a weak morphism
from a trace monoid having C3-free dependence alphabet cannot employ three mutually
dependent letters of the codomain alphabet, the codomain monoid in the condition (iii)
is suGcient.
(iii)⇒(iv) follows from Lemma 6.14.
(iv)⇒(v). Let f be a wlt-mapping from (; I) to (1; I1). First, we have to slightly
modify f. For every i∈{1; : : : ; m} such that ai; bi ∈
⋃
f(), we assume that ai ∈Cf(x)
for a certain letter x∈ (this is possible due to Lemma 6.7(ii) since ai and bi are
interchangeable) and then we add bi into the f-images of all letters from D(x) using
Lemma 6.13. Let us now denote Ax = {ai | i=1; : : : ; m}∩Cf(x) for every x∈.
Let Y be any connected component of the graph (; D). Consider an arbitrary subset
X ⊆Y such that (X; D) is a tree and let x be an X -deciphering letter for f. If there ex-
ists some bi ∈CXf (x), then the letter y∈X whose f-image contains ai is a leaf of (X; D)
thanks to the initial modi7cations of our wlt-mapping. Otherwise we have CXf (x)⊆Ax
and consequently |Ax|¿|D′(CXf (x))|¿|D(x)∩X | because x is X -deciphering for f. In
both cases we 7nd a letter y∈X such that |Ay|¿|D(y)∩X |. Therefore Lemma 7.3
can be employed to conclude
∑
x∈Y |Ax|¿|Y | − 1. Summing these inequalities for all
connected components of (; D), we obtain
|| −M − N 6 ∑
x∈
|Ax| (20)
and the 7rst inequality of condition (v) follows from
∑
x∈ |Ax|6m, which holds
since Ax ∩Ay = ∅ for x =y. Next, notice that every x∈ such that D(x)= ∅ satis7es
f(x)∩{ai; bi | ai ∈Cf}= ∅. So the number of trivial components of the graph (; D)
is at most m + n −∑x∈ |Ax| by Lemma 3.26, which gives the second inequality of
(v) due to (20).
(v)⇒(iii). Let us 7rst construct a suitable wlt-mapping f from (; I) to (1; I1).
We put each of the letters ai and ci into the f-image of at most one element of  to
satisfy the following:
• For every non-trivial connected component Y of the graph (; D), the image of
all but one element of Y contains exactly one letter ai, the remaining one contains
neither ai nor ci.
• The image of each x∈ satisfying D(x)= ∅ contains just one letter ai or ci.
The condition (v) ensures that this construction can be done. Then for every index
i∈{1; : : : ; m} and y∈ such that ai ∈f(y), we add bi into f(x) for all x∈D(y).
Notice that f is really a wlt-mapping since for every clique X in (; I) one can
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de7ne a mapping X by setting X (x) equal to the letter ai or ci contained in f(x) if
such a letter exists, and equal to some bi if x is the exceptional vertex of a non-trivial
connected component of the graph (; D), and the condition (T) is valid because every
non-trivial subtree of (; D) possesses a leaf with a central letter in its f-image.
Now we use Lemma 6.15 to construct a weak morphism ’ :M(; I)→M(1; I1)
satisfying alph ◦ ’| =f in the same way as in the proof of Proposition 6.16. It is
clear that case (i) of Lemma 4.2 cannot occur for the morphism ’. And case (ii) of
Lemma 4.2 is also impossible by Lemma 7.2 since all a’s used in non-trivial connected
components of (; D) are central for . Hence ’ is a coding.
In the above claim, the restriction on the codomain trace monoid cannot be avoided;
as we demonstrate in the next example, the existence of a coding is not guaranteed by
the existence of a wlt-mapping on the corresponding saturated pair of independence
alphabets even for domain monoids which have C3; C4-free dependence alphabets.
Example 7.5. Let
0 = {x1; x2; x3; x4; x5; r} ∪ {yA; zA |A ⊂ {1; 2; 3; 4; 5}; |A | = 2}
and consider the alphabet
 = 0 ∪ ({r; yA} × {1; 2; 3; 4}) ∪ ({zA} × {1; 2});
where A always runs through the same values as above. De7ne a dependence relation
on  as follows. For i=1; : : : ; 5:
xi D yA ⇔ i ∈ A;
yA D zA;
yA D (yA; 1);
r D (r; 1);
zA D r;
(yA; 1) D (yA; 2);
(r; 1) D (r; 2);
zA D (zA; 1);
yA D (yA; 3);
r D (r; 3);
(zA; 1) D (zA; 2);
(yA; 3) D (yA; 4);
(r; 3) D (r; 4):
The remaining pairs are left independent. The 0-part of the dependence graph is
depicted in Fig. 1; in addition, at most two simple paths of length 2 are attached to
each vertex. Let the codomain monoid M(′; I ′) be isomorphic to M(′0; I ′0)32, where
|′0|=4 and the relation I ′0 (and hence also D′0) is de7ned by the graph P4, i.e. the
codomain dependence graph (′; D′) consists of 32 copies of P4.
We will prove that there exists a wlt-mapping from (; I) to (′; I ′) but still
there is no coding from M(; I) to M(′; I ′). In our arguments we implicitly use
Lemma 6.14 and instead of weak morphisms we often talk about the corresponding
wlt-mappings. First observe that every C3-free subgraph of the graph ((′0); (D
′
0))
is isomorphic to some subgraph of P4 (see Example 5.6). Because (; D) is C3-free,
the graph (
⋃
f(); D′) is C3-free for every wlt-mapping f from (; I) to (′; I
′
)
and so we can employ Remark 5.3 to 7nd out that any weak coding from M(; I) to
M(′; I ′) can be turned into a weak coding from M(; I) to M(′; I ′) by renaming
letters in the images. Therefore, in order to conclude that a coding from M(; I)
to M(′; I ′) does not exist, it is suGcient to verify non-existence of weak codings
between these monoids and then apply Proposition 5.5.
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Fig. 1. The graph (0; D).
Consider any wlt-mapping f from (; I) to (′; I ′). The condition (W) implies that
the letters from D′(
⋃
f()) belonging to the same copy of P4 in (′; D′) are used
in f-images just in some connected subgraph of (; D) with maximal distance of its
vertices no more than 3. Consequently, for distinct paths attached to elements of 0 in
the graph (; D), the pairs of dependent letters from ′ creating dependences between
the two vertices on these paths come from diKerent copies of P4. As the number of
attached paths equals to the number of copies of P4, the set
⋃
f(0)∩D′(
⋃
f(0))
can contain at most two letters from each copy of P4. Moreover, as soon as two
dependent letters from one copy of P4 are used in f-images of some elements of 0,
one of them occurs in the image of the element of 0 the corresponding path in (; D)
leads to and the other in the images of some of the neighbouring letters. Hence, if a
weak coding from M(; I) to M(′; I ′) exists, by Lemma 4.4 there is also a weak
coding from M(0; I) to ({a; b}∗)32 with the number of a’s from distinct copies of
{a; b}∗ occurring in the image of a given element of 0 bounded by the number of
2-element paths attached to this element in (; D). From now on, we consider only
weak codings of this form.
Let us now summarize the properties of the restriction of the wlt-mapping f to
0 we have discovered so far, together with introducing more transparent notation for
elements of ′:
f(xi) ⊆ {aA; bA | i ∈ A}; f(yA) ⊆ { PaA; PbA; cA};
f(zA) ⊆ {aA; bA; PcA; d; e}; f(r) ⊆ {cA; Pd; Pe}; (21)
where the pairs of dependent letters in ′ are aA D′ PaA, bA D′ PbA, cA D′ PcA, dD′ Pd and
e D′ Pe. It is not hard to verify that there really exists a wlt-mapping from (; I) to
(′; I ′) by taking equalities for all of these inclusions and extending to  naturally.
But in the following we prove that none of the morphisms
’:M(0; I)→
∏
A
({aA; PaA}∗ × {bA; PbA}∗ × {cA; PcA}∗)× {d; Pd}∗ × {e; Pe}∗
satisfying alph ◦’|0 =f|0 is injective.
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First observe that (T) is not valid when either cA ∈f(yA) or cA ∈f(r) for some A;
for instance, in the case c{1;2} ∈f(r) we consider the tree
X = {x1; x2; x3; x4; y{1;3}; y{2;4}; z{1;2}; z{1;3}; z{2;4}; r};
verify that it is a counter-example for the mapping f de7ned by taking equalities in
(21) except f(r)= {cA; Pd; Pe |A = {1; 2}} and apply Lemma 6.13. Let us denote:
kij = |’(y{i;j})|c{i;j} ∈ N; lij = |’(r)|c{i;j} ∈ N:
If the morphism ’ is a coding, then for every i; j∈{1; 2; 3; 4; 5}, i = j:
|’(xi)|a{i;j} · |’(xj)|b{i;j} =|’(xj)|a{i;j} · |’(xi)|b{i;j} : (22)
So we can assume that there exist /ij ∈N and 0ij; 6ij ∈Z satisfying
/ij · |’(z{i;j})|a{i;j} + 0ij · |’(xi)|a{i;j} + 6ij · |’(xj)|a{i;j} = 0;
/ij · |’(z{i;j})|b{i;j} + 0ij · |’(xi)|b{i;j} + 6ij · |’(xj)|b{i;j} = 0:
Now consider the ratios
nA =
|’(zA)|d
|’(zA)|e ∈ Q
+
0 ∪ {∞}
(if both numbers in one of these fractions are zero, the condition (T) is violated).
Whenever two of the ratios corresponding to disjoint sets are equal, d and e behave
like one letter there and (T) can be also considered unsatis7ed. Otherwise careful
examination shows that, up to symmetries of the graph (0; D), one of the situations
n{1;2} ¡ n{4;5} ¡ n{1;3} 6 n{2;3} and n{1;3} 6 n{2;3} ¡ n{4;5} ¡ n{1;2}
arises. In other words, there exist :; C; D∈N such that
: · |’(z{1;2})|d + ” · |’(z{1;3})|d = D · |’(z{4;5})|d;
: · |’(z{1;2})|e + ” · |’(z{1;3})|e = D · |’(z{4;5})|e;
and similarly for the set {2; 3} instead of {1; 3}.
In the case
|’(z{1;2})|a{1;2} = |’(z{1;2})|b{1;2} = 0; (23)
we can additionally assume 013 =0, for if 013 = 0 then ’ is not injective on the tree
{x3; x4; x5; y{1;2}; y{1;3}; y{4;5}; z{1;2}; z{1;3}; z{4;5}; r}:
Now de7ne a word
u= x/45pos(−013)”1 · yk13k45l12pos(−sgn(013)){1;2} · x/45pos(−013)”1 · x2/45pos(−613)”3
·yk12k45l13{1;3} · x/45pos(013)”1 · yk13k45l12pos(sgn(013)){1;2} · x/45pos(013)”1
· x2/45pos(613)”3 · z2/13/45:{1;2} · z2/13/45”{1;3} · rk12k13k45 · z2/13/45D{4;5} · x2/13pos(045)D4
· x2/13pos(645)D5 · yk12k13l45{4;5} · x2/13pos(−045)D4 · x2/13pos(−645)D5 ;
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where pos(m) denotes m if m¿0 and 0 otherwise. Then we have u ∼I ←−u since
x1 ; y{1; 3}(u) = x1 ;y{1; 3}(←−u ), but at the same time ’(u)∼I ′ ’(←−u ).
If (23) does not hold, due to (22), the numbers
m1 =
|’(x1)|a{1;2}
|’(x1)|b{1;2}
; m2 =
|’(x2)|a{1;2}
|’(x2)|b{1;2}
; m3 =
|’(z{1;2})|a{1;2}
|’(z{1;2})|b{1;2}
in Q+0 ∪{∞} are correctly de7ned and by possibly interchanging the indices 1 and 2
we can achieve that m2 is either strictly larger or strictly smaller than both m1 and m3.
Under this assumption, let us denote
pij = |’(xi)|a{i;j} ; qij = |’(xi)|b{i;j} ;
sij = |’(z{i;j})|a{i;j} ; tij = |’(z{i;j})|b{i;j} ;
and consider the numbers
@ = (p31q13 − p13q31)(p21t12 − q21s12);
# = | (p31q13 − p13q31)(p21q12 − p12q21) |;
F = sgn(@)/45(”(p31t13 − q31s13)(p21q12 − p12q21)− :@);
G = sgn(@)(p31q13 − p13q31)(q12s12 − p12t12);
H = sgn(@)(q13s13 − p13t13)(p21q12 − p12q21):
Then the word
u= x/45:|@|1 · x/45:pos(G)2 · x/45”pos(H)3 · yk13k45l12{1;2} · xpos(F)1
·y2k12k45l13{1;3} · xpos(−F)1 · yk13k45l12{1;2} · x/45:pos(−G)2 · x/45”pos(−H)3
· z/45:#{1;2} · z/45”#{1;3} · r2k12k13k45 · z/45D#{4;5} · xpos(045)D#4 · xpos(645)D#5
·y2k12k13l45{4;5} · xpos(−045)D#4 · xpos(−645)D#5
does not satisfy u∼I ←−u because x1 ; y{1; 2}(u) = x1 ; y{1; 2}(←−u ). But ’(u)∼I ′ ’(←−u ). Alto-
gether, ’ is not a coding.
The problem of existence of trace codings into direct products of free monoids
(posed in [7]) was already tackled in [10], where it was solved in the case of (; D)
being a path or a cycle. Proposition 7.4 settles this problem for all domain monoids
with C3; C4-free dependence alphabets. But when the graph (; D) is either C3 or C4,
the condition (v) of Proposition 7.4 is not necessary for the existence of a coding; as
for the case of C4, the submonoid of the monoid {a; b}∗×{c; d}∗ generated by the
set {ac; ac2; bd; bd2} is isomorphic to M(; I). Moreover, we conclude this section by
showing that for domain dependence alphabets which contain subgraphs isomorphic to
either C3 or C4, the existence of a wlt-mapping does not guarantee the existence of a
weak coding. Let us start with the graph C3.
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Example 7.6. Let
 = {x; y; z; r; s; t}; I = id ∪ {(x; y); (y; x)}
and
M(′; I ′) = {a1; a2}∗ × {b1; b2}∗ × {c1; c2}∗:
First, we demonstrate that wlt-mappings from (; I) to (′; I ′) are (up to symmetry)
exactly the mappings f :→ 2′ satisfying
f(x) ∈ {{a1; b1}; {a1; b1; c1}}; f(z) = {a2; b2; c2}; f(s) = {a2; b1; c2};
f(y) ∈ {{a1; c1}; {a1; b1; c1}}; f(r) = {a1; b2; c2}; f(t) = {a2; b2; c1}:
Without loss of generality assume f(x)∪f(y)⊆{a1; b1; c1}. Due to the condition of
Lemma 6.11 for X = {x; y; z}, the set f(z) contains (up to symmetry) both letters
a2 and b2. Suppose f(z)= {a2; b2}. Then one of the letters a1 and b1 belongs to
at least two of the sets f(r), f(s) and f(t), say a1 ∈f(r)∩f(s). By Lemma 6.11
for {x; y; r} and {x; y; s} we have b2; c2 ∈f(r)∩f(s), which means that f(r)=f(s),
contradicting r D s. Therefore either f(z)= {a2; b2; c1} or f(z)= {a2; b2; c2}. Using the
same arguments as for z also for r, s and t we deduce that f is of the required form.
Consider any weak morphism ’ :M(; I)→M(′; I ′) such that alph ◦’| =f. We
are going to prove that it is not injective. Thanks to symmetries in a1, b1 and c1, we
can assume
|’(x)|b1
|’(y)|b1
¿
|’(x)|a1
|’(y)|a1
¿
|’(x)|c1
|’(y)|c1
:
Then, applying Lemma 4.17 for A= {a1; a2}, we modify ’ to satisfy
|’(x)|a1 = |’(y)|a1 = |’(s)|a2 = |’(t)|a2 = 1
together with |’(x)|b1¿|’(y)|b1 and |’(x)|c16|’(y)|c1 . If one of these inequalities
holds as an equality, we obtain ’(xty) ∼I ′ ’(ytx) and ’(xsy) ∼I ′ ’(ysx), respectively.
If it is not the case, we have
’(x) = a1bi1c
j
1; ’(y) = a1b
k
1c
l
1; ’(s) = a2b
m
1 c
n
2; ’(t) = a2b
o
2c
p
1
for some j; k ∈N0, i; l; m; n; o; p∈N and the word u= xmptm(l−j)sp(i−k)ymp satis7es
’(u) ∼I ′ ’(←−u ).
Remark 7.7. Another interesting case of the (W-)TCP which still remains open is
obtained by allowing for domain monoids only free products of free commutative
monoids. In [3] the condition analogous to the existence of a wlt-mapping was proved
accurate for general codings provided all of these free commutative monoids have at
most two generators. But Example 7.6 demonstrates that once we try to generalize this
result to weak morphisms, such a condition becomes insuGcient.
Finally, we consider domain dependence alphabets containing C4.
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Example 7.8. On the alphabet  = {x; y; z; p; q; r; s; t} let the dependence relation D
be de7ned by the diagram
and let
M(′; I ′) = {a1; a2}∗ × {b1; b2}∗ × {c1; c2}∗ × {d1; d2}∗ × {e1; e2}∗:
By applying the condition of Lemma 6.11 to maximal subtrees of the graph (; D),
one can show that there exists (up to symmetry) just one wlt-mapping f from (; I)
to (′; I ′), namely
f(x) = {a1; b1}; f(y) = {a2; b2; c2}; f(z) = {c1; d1; e1};
f(p) = {d2; e2}; f(q) = {d1; e1}; f(r) = {c2; d2; e2};
f(s) = {a1; b1; c1}; f(t) = {a2; b2}:
But there is no weak coding ’ :M(; I)→M(′; I ′) such that alph ◦’| =f since we
may assume
|’(y)|c2 = |’(z)|c1 = |’(r)|c2 = |’(s)|c1 = 1
due to Lemma 4.17 and then we obtain ’(ysrz) ∼I ′ ’(rzys).
8. Content xation
The aim of this section is to describe how the problem of existence of weak codings
satisfying certain requirements on contents of images of letters can be eKectively re-
duced to the TCP. We use two mappings to specify these restrictions on contents—one
of them to express which letters are compulsory and the other to express which are
allowed.
Denition 8.1. Let I; # :→ 2′ be any mappings. We say that a weak morphism
’ :M(; I)→M(′; I ′) is (I; #)-weak if it satis7es for all x∈ the condition
I(x) ⊆ alph(’(x)) ⊆ #(x):
We call it #-weak whenever alph(’(x))⊆ #(x) for all x∈.
First, we are going to show how to specify mandatory letters de7ned by I using only
the mapping #. There is nothing to take care of for x∈ such that |#(x)|=1 because
alph(’(x))= #(x) is satis7ed for every #-weak coding ’. The idea of the construction
is to enrich each of the original alphabets with the same set J of new letters and
de7ne #(y)= {y} for every y∈J; since the behaviour of an arbitrary #-weak coding
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on these letters is obvious, they can serve as a skeleton for prescribing contents of
images of other letters. More precisely, to ensure that the image of x under every
#-weak coding contains a∈′, we introduce a letter (x; a)∈J dependent on x in
the domain alphabet and dependent only on the letter a in the codomain alphabet.
In order to make it possible to extend any (I; #)-weak coding to the monoids with
the additional generators J without violating its injectivity, we add into the codomain
alphabet another set of new letters ., which enables us to encode relative positions of
letters from J in a word from (∪J)∗ with respect to the original letters .
In addition, we have to ensure that the resulting alphabets satisfy all assumptions of
Proposition 8.3 which provides the second step of the reduction—this is the 7rst claim
of the following proposition.
Proposition 8.2. Let (; I) and (′; I ′) be independence alphabets such that D = ∅
and I is transitive, i.e. the monoid M(; I) is a free product of at least two non-
trivial free commutative monoids. Let I; # :→ 2′ be mappings satisfying for all
x; y∈:
x I y; x = y ⇒ I(x) = I(y) = ∅; (24)
#(x)× #(x) ⊆ I ′; (25)
x I y ⇒ #(x) = #(y): (26)
De6ne new independence alphabets (1; I1) and (′1; I
′
1) as follows. Let
. =
⋃ {{y} × I(y)× (\{y}) |y ∈ };
J =
⋃{{x} × I(x) | x ∈ };
1 =  ∪J; ′1 = ′ ∪J ∪ .
and let the independence relations be given by the conditions:
I1 ∩ (× ) = I; I1 ∩ (J× 1) = idJ;
I ′1 ∩ (′ × ′) = I ′; . × (′ ∪ .) ⊆ I ′1;
and for all x; y; z ∈, y = z, a∈ I(x), b∈ I(y), c∈′:
(x; a) I ′1 c ⇔ a = c; (27)
(x; a) I ′1 (y; b; z)⇔ (x; a) = (y; b); (28)
(x; a) I ′1 (y; b)⇔ (x; a) = (y; b): (29)
Further, de6ne a mapping #1 :1→ 2′1 by the rules:
#1(x) = #(x) ∪
⋃{{y} × I(y)× {z} |y; z ∈ ; y = z; z I x};
#1((x; a)) = {(x; a)};
for x∈ and a∈ I(x). Then the following assertions hold.
(i) The new independence relation I1 is transitive and the mapping #1 satis6es the
corresponding modi6cations of (25) and (26).
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(ii) There exists a (I; #)-weak coding from M(; I) to M(′; I ′) if and only if there
exists a #1-weak coding from M(1; I1) to M(′1; I ′1).
Proof. The 7rst claim is evident. Let us prove the second one.
“⇒” Let ’ :M(; I)→M(′; I ′) be any (I; #)-weak coding. For all letters x∈
and a∈ I(x), set
 (x) = ’(x) · ∏
y ∈ \{x}
b ∈ I(y)
(y; b; x);  ((x; a)) = (x; a):
It is clear that this de7nes a #1-weak morphism  :M(1; I1)→M(′1; I ′1). In order
to prove that  is injective, take two words u; v∈ (1)∗ which satisfy  (u)∼I ′1  (v).
Then (u)∼I1 (v) since
’((u)) = ′( (u)) ∼I ′ ′( (v)) = ’((v)):
One also derives
J(u) = J( (u)) = J( (v)) = J(v):
For x; y∈, x =y, a∈ I(x), the word (x; a); y(u) can be obtained from the word
(x; a); (x; a; y)( (u)) by substituting y for (x; a; y). As the same holds also for v and
because (x; a)D′1 (x; a; y), we have (x; a); y(u)= (x; a); y(v).
To get u∼I1 v, it remains to show (x; a); x(u)= (x; a); x(v) for all x∈ and a∈ I(x).
Let us employ Lemma 4.9 for the word morphism (x; a); a ◦  : (1)∗→{(x; a); a}∗, the
set 1\{(x; a); x}, the letter a and the words u and v. We obtain

(x;a);a
(
 
(

(x;a);x
(u)
))
= 
(x;a);a
(
 
(

(x;a);x
(v)
))
and (x; a); x(u)= (x; a); x(v) now follows from a∈ alph( (x)). Hence  is a coding.
“⇐” Let  :M(1; I1)→M(′1; I ′1) be a #1-weak coding. We are going to prove
that the coding 1=  |M(; I) is (I; #1)-weak. Consider arbitrary x∈ and a∈ I(x).
Then alph( ((x; a)))= {(x; a)} since  is a #1-weak coding. Because x D1 (x; a) and
 is a coding, it implies that there is /∈ alph( (x)) such that /D′1 (x; a). Since
alph( (x)) ⊆ #1(x) ⊆ ′ ∪
⋃{{y} × I(y)× {x} |y ∈ \{x}}
due to the assumption (24), using the conditions (27) and (28) we conclude /= a.
Hence a belongs to alph(1(x)). This means that 1 is a (I; #1)-weak coding from
M(; I) to M(′ ∪.; I ′1). Therefore the morphism ′ ◦ 1 :M(; I)→M(′; I ′) is a
desired (I; #)-weak coding by Lemma 4.4 since the fact D = ∅ and the transitivity of
the relation I together imply =D().
In the rest of this section we show that we can manage our content requirements
even without the mapping #. This time, we add to the original independence alphabets
mutually dependent cliques of independent letters, each of them having suGciently
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distinct size. Then we can employ Lemma 3.26 to verify that images of elements of a
given clique in the domain alphabet under a weak coding use almost exclusively letters
from the clique of the same size in the codomain alphabet. So, in order to deal with
the requirements for a letter x∈, we introduce a clique which has all of its elements
independent of x in the domain alphabet and independent exactly of letters allowed in
the image of x in the codomain alphabet. Because images of independent letters under
a weak morphism always contain only independent ones, this ensures that prohibited
letters are never used.
In eKect the construction functions in the same way even if we add new letters to
the codomain alphabet according to De7nition 5.1 in order to pass to the TCP. It is due
to the fact that these new letters do not form in the codomain independence alphabet
any cliques bigger than those already existing.
Proposition 8.3. Let (; I) and (′; I ′) be independence alphabets with I transitive
and # :→ 2′ a mapping satisfying (25) and (26). Let ? ∈ be a new letter and
; :∪{?}→{1; : : : ; n} a bijection such that ;(?)= 1. De6ne new independence al-
phabets (1; I1) and (′1; I
′
1) as follows. Set
J = {(x; i) | x ∈  ∪ {?}; i ∈ N; 16 i 6 ;(x) · (|′| + 2)}
and let 1 =∪J and ′1 =′ ∪J. Let the independence relations be given by the
conditions
I1 ∩ (× ) = I; I ′1 ∩ (′ × ′) = I ′;
for (x; i); (y; j) ∈ J, x; y ∈ ∪{?}:
(x; i) I1 (y; j) ⇐⇒ (x; i) I ′1 (y; j) ⇐⇒ x = y
and for (x; i); (?; j)∈J, x; y∈, a∈′:
(x; i) I1 y ⇔ x I y; (?; j) I1 y;
(x; i) I ′1 a ⇔ a ∈ #(x); (?; j) I ′1 a:
Then the following statements are equivalent:
(i) There exists a #-weak coding from M(; I) to M(′; I ′).
(ii) There exists a weak coding from M(1; I1) to M(′1; I ′1).
(iii) There exists a weak coding from M(1; I1) to M((′1)1 ; (I
′
1)1 ).
(iv) There exists a coding from M(1; I1) to M(′1; I ′1).
Proof. (i)⇒(ii). Let ’ :M(; I)→M(′; I ′) be a #-weak coding. Then we can ex-
tend ’ into a weak morphism  :M(1; I1)→M(′1; I ′1) by taking the identity on J.
Indeed, when verifying that this de7nes a weak morphism, everything is clear ex-
cept for the case of letters (x; i) I1 y with x; y∈; for such letters we have x I y and
alph( (y))= alph(’(y))⊆ #(y)= #(x) because ’ is #-weak and # satis7es (26), and
therefore alph( ((x; i)))× alph( (y))⊆ I ′1.
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Let us prove that  is a coding. Suppose u; v∈ (1)∗,  (u) ∼I ′1  (v). It is easy
to see that (u) ∼I1 (v) and J(u) ∼I1 J(v) since both ’ and the identity are
injective. Take (x; i)∈J with x∈. Consider the weak morphisms
 : M( ∪ {(x; i)}; I1)→M(; I)
identical on  and mapping (x; i) to x and
′ : M(′ ∪ {(x; i)}; I ′1)→M(′; I ′)
identical on ′ and mapping (x; i) to ’(x)=  (x). Notice that ′ is really a weak
morphism because for a I ′1 (x; i), where a∈′, we have a∈ #(x), using (25) we get
{a}× #(x)⊆ I ′ and consequently {a}× alph( (x))⊆ I ′ as ’ is #-weak.
Then the following diagram commutes:
M( ∪ {(x; i)}; I1) −→ M(; I)
 
 ’
M(′ ∪ {(x; i)}; I ′1) −→′ M(
′; I ′)
(30)
Let us consider the words Pu= ∪{(x; i)}(u) and Pv= ∪{(x; i)}(v). Since
 ( Pu) = ′∪{(x;i)}( (u)) ∼I ′1 ′∪{(x;i)}( (v)) =  ( Pv);
from (30) it follows that (’ ◦ )( Pu) ∼I ′ (’ ◦ )( Pv) and hence ( Pu) ∼I ( Pv) due to
the injectivity of the morphism ’. If a letter y∈ satis7es yD1 (x; i), then yD x and
thus x;y( Pu)= x;y( Pv). Therefore Lemma 4.9 can be applied to the morphism x;y ◦  :
(∪{(x; i)})∗→{x; y}∗ for the set {x}, the letter x and the words Pu and Pv. We obtain

x;y
(

(

(∪{(x;i)})\{x}
( Pu)
))
= 
x;y
(

(

(∪{(x;i)})\{x}
( Pv)
))
;
which is clearly equivalent to y; (x; i)(u)= y; (x; i)(v). Altogether, we have veri7ed the
fact u∼I1 v. We conclude that  is a coding.
(ii)⇒(iii) is trivial.
(iii)⇒(i). Let ’ :M(1; I1)→M((′1)1 ; (I ′1)1 ) be an arbitrary weak coding. First,
we need to describe all large cliques in the codomain independence alphabet. So,
consider a clique K in the graph ((′1)1 ; (I
′
1)1 ) having at least |′| + 2 elements. If
we choose for every /∈K one element of ealph(/), we get a clique K ′ in (′1; I ′1)
of the same size as K by (11). Therefore K ′ contains at least two elements of J.
Moreover, each of these elements is of the form (x; i) for a unique x∈∪{?}, hence
the other elements of K ′ lie in #(x) (for x=?, consider #(?)=′). Since there are
always at least two elements of J in K ′, we can also see that for any choice of the
clique K ′ this x is the same. Thus, if we write, for x∈,
Lx = {(x; i) | i ∈ N; 16 i 6 ;(x) · (|′|+ 2)} ∪ #(x);
L? = {(?; i) | i ∈ N; 16 i 6 |′|+ 2} ∪ ′1 ;
using (25) we obtain K ⊆Lx and K ∩J = ∅ for some x∈∪{?}.
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Now we are going to prove that the set
Kx =
⋃{alph(’((x; i))) | i ∈ N; 16 i 6 ;(x) · (|′|+ 2)}
satis7es the conditions Kx ⊆Lx and Kx ∩J = ∅ for every x∈∪{?}. We proceed by
induction starting from the largest cliques. Assume we are already done with all letters
x∈{;−1(n); : : : ; ;−1(k + 1)} and let us consider x= ;−1(k), where k ∈{1; : : : ; n}. By
Lemma 3.26, the set Kx is a clique in the graph ((′1)1 ; (I
′
1)1 ) of cardinality at
least ;(x) · (|′| + 2). Using the results of the previous paragraph, we can see that
Kx ⊆Ly and Kx ∩J = ∅, for some letter y∈∪{?}. Due to the cardinality of Kx, we
have y∈{;−1(n); : : : ; ;−1(k + 1); x}. If y = x then Kx ∪Ky ⊆Ly, which is a clique in
((′1)1 ; (I
′
1)1 ) since y =?. But this contradicts (5) for any (x; i); (y; j)∈J because
(x; i)D1 (y; j) holds. Therefore y= x and the fact is proved also for x.
For every letter x∈∪{?}, as Kx ∩J = ∅, there exist (x; ix); (x; jx)∈J such that
(x; ix)∈ alph(’((x; jx))). Now consider any y∈. Then y I1 (?; j?) and y I1 (y; jy),
which implies
alph(’(y))× {(?; i?); (y; iy)} ⊆ (I ′1)1 ;
consequently ealph(’(y))⊆ #(y) and so alph(’(y))⊆ #(y) by (25). Hence, a required
#-weak coding is obtained as the restriction ’|M(; I) :M(; I)→M(′; I ′).
(iii)⇔ (iv) follows immediately from Proposition 5.5.
9. Encoding of the Post’s correspondence problem
It is well-known that the coPCP is not recursively enumerable. In this section we
construct a reduction of this problem to the problem of deciding the existence of
(I; #)-weak codings. Because our construction should be based only on contents of
images of letters, we have to impose a certain restriction on instances of the PCP
which enables us not to care about the numbers of occurrences of letters in these
images.
Let P denote the following instance of the PCP. Let n∈N. We are given n pairs
(w1; Pw1); : : : ; (wn; Pwn) of non-empty words over some 7nite alphabet L such that each
two consecutive letters in any product of the words w1; Pw1; : : : ; wn; Pwn are diKerent. The
problem asks to decide whether there exists a 7nite sequence i1; : : : ; im of integers from
the set {1; : : : ; n} satisfying w1wi1wi2 · · ·wim = Pw1 Pwi1 Pwi2 · · · Pwim (observe that we require
the initial pair of a solution to be equal to the 7rst pair on the list).
Notice that this restriction on instances of the PCP causes no loss of generality since
for every instance of the PCP we can obtain an equivalent instance of the above form
by introducing a new letter # into L and performing the substitution x → x# for all
x∈L.
For i∈{1; : : : ; n} and j∈{1; : : : ; |wi|} and k ∈{1; : : : ; | Pwi|}, we refer to the jth letter
of the word wi as xij and to the kth letter of Pwi as Pxik . For the rest of this section,
when writing indices i, ij or ik, we implicitly assume that they run through all values
as in the previous sentence.
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Now we de7ne two independence alphabets (; I) and (′; I ′). Let us 7rst introduce
a set of new letters:
M= {/; /0; 01; : : : ; 08; 61; 62; 63; :i1; :i2; ”ij1; ”ij2; P”ik1; P”ik2;
Dij1; Dij2; PDik1; PDik2; @ij1; @ij2; @ij3; P@ik1; P@ik2; P@ik3; #ij; P#ik ;
Fi; G1; G2; Hij1; Hij2; Hij3; PHik1; PHik2; PHik3; <i1; <i2; <i3}:
The domain alphabet =(M\{/0})×{1; 2} consists of one pair of letters for each
element of the set M\{/0}. Letters from these pairs should appear on opposite sides
of a counter-example to the injectivity of our morphism and correspond there to each
other according to their 7rst coordinates. Let the independence relation be
I = id ∪ {((/; 1); (/; 2)); ((/; 2); (/; 1))}:
In the desired outcome of our construction, counter-examples to the injectivity should
correspond to solutions of the instance P. A computation of a solution of P will be
simulated by appending the pairs of elements of  to an already constructed semi-
equality by means of Lemma 4.24 in the way determined by its state. Just one pair
of letters in  is set independent to ensure that there is only one way to start this
computation due to Lemma 4.1.
The alphabet ′ is divided into several disjoint subsets according to the role of letters
in the encoding:
′ = {l1; l2; r1; r2; b; c; d} ∪ S ∪ A ∪ E ∪ F ∪ G ∪ P ∪ Q ∪ L ∪ {?} ∪ M:
Letters from the set S = {s; sf ; si; sij ; Psik ; tij ; Ptik} will control a computation during its
initial and its 7nal phase except for the letter s, which will keep it from a premature
termination. The process of composing the words wi and Pwi in a semi-equality will
be controlled by elements of the set A= {a; aij; Paik}, whose occurrences characterize
individual steps of a computation: a semi-equality having the letter aij ( Paik) in its state
will be extended by pairs of elements of  introducing xij to the left component ( Pxik
to the right one respectively) and a semi-equality with a in the state will allow us to
choose the next pair of words (wi; Pwi) or to 7nish a computation. During an addition
of the pair (wi; Pwi), all letters of the word wi will be placed before proceeding to place
the letters of the word Pwi.
The progress of a computation will be determined by dependences between a’s and
letters from the sets
E = {e; eij; Peik}; F = {fi; fij; Pfik} and G = {gi; gij; Pgik}:
More precisely, each of these letters can appear in the images of letters appended to
a semi-equality only if it is independent of the letter from A in the state of this semi-
equality. The letter e will serve for terminating a computation and the other elements
of E for introducing letters from L. In the same way, each letter from F will be used
for manipulating the corresponding letter from G. Elements of G will guard against
undesirable letters remaining in the state from one step of a computation to the next
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one. Letters from E\{e} and F are paired with auxiliary letters from the sets
P = {pij; Ppik} and Q = {qi; qij; Pqik}:
The letter ? will behave just as the letters of the original alphabet L and it will
mark the end of a solution of P. Letters from  will be placed on the appropriate
sides of a semi-equality thanks to l’s and r’s and the pairs of letters in  will be 7xed
using elements of M.
Dependences between elements of ′ are set by the following rules; all pairs not
mentioned below are considered independent:
l1 D′ l2; r1 D′ r2; b D′ c; bD′ d;
pij D′ eij; Ppik D
′ Peik ; qi D′ fi; qij D′ fij; Pqik D
′ Pfik ;
I ′ ∩ S2 = idS ; I ′ ∩ (L ∪ {?})2 = idL∪{?};
I ′ ∩ M2 = idM ∪ sym({/; /0} × {01; 02; 03; 04});
I ′ ∩ (A ∪ E ∪ F ∪ G)2 = idA∪E∪F∪G ∪ sym{(e; a); (eij; aij); ( Peik ; Paik);
(fi; a); (fij; aij); ( Pfik ; Paik); (gi; a); (gi; Pai| Pwi|); (gij; aij); (gij; aij−1);
( Pgik ; Paik); ( Pgik ; Paik−1); (gi; fi); (gij; fij); ( Pgik ; Pfik)};
where ai0 = a and Pai0 = ai|wi|.
Now let us construct mappings I; # :→ 2′ . For each element !∈M\{/0}, the
images of (!; 1) and (!; 2) under I and # are together understood as one rule for a
computation. In fact, we cannot 7x contents of images completely since we have to
satisfy all assumptions of Proposition 8.2 which should be applied to every instance
produced here in order to prolong the reduction to the TCP. As the desired contents
are given by #, let us de7ne # 7rst.
The following rules guarantee that a computation starts correctly and that we can
remove control letters at the end of a successful computation:
#((/; 1)) = {l1; r1; b; s1; a11; /}; #((/; 2)) = {l1; r1; b; s1; a11; /};
#((01; 1)) = {l2; r1; /0; 01}; #((01; 2)) = {l2; r2; 01};
#((02; 1)) = {l2; /0; 02}; #((02; 2)) = {l2; r2; /; 02};
#((03; 1)) = {l1; r2; /0; 03}; #((03; 2)) = {l2; r2; 03};
#((04; 1)) = {r2; /0; 04}; #((04; 2)) = {l2; r2; /; 04};
#((05; 1)) = {l2; sf ; 05}; #((05; 2)) = {r2; s1; 05};
#((06; 1)) = {l2; s1; 06}; #((06; 2)) = {r2; sf ; a; 06};
#((07; 1)) = {l2; c; 07}; #((07; 2)) = {r2; b; 07};
#((08; 1)) = {l2; b; 08}; #((08; 2)) = {r2; d; 08};
#((61; 1)) = {l2; sf ; 61}; #((61; 2)) = {l1; sf ; 61};
#((62; 1)) = {r1; sf ; 62}; #((62; 2)) = {r2; sf ; 62};
#((63; 1)) = {a11; sf ; 63}; #((63; 2)) = {a; sf ; 63}:
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The next family of rules serves for the initial placement of p’s and q’s:
#((:i1; 1)) = {l2; c; si; :i1}; #((:i1; 2)) = {r2; d; si+1; qi; :i1};
#((:i2; 1)) = {l2; c; si; qi; :i2}; #((:i2; 2)) = {r2; d; si+1; :i2};
#((”ij1; 1)) = {l2; sij ; ”ij1}; #((”ij1; 2)) = {r2; sij+1; pij; ”ij1};
#((”ij2; 1)) = {l2; sij ; pij; ”ij2}; #((”ij2; 2)) = {r2; sij+1; ”ij2};
#(( P”ik1; 1)) = {l2; Psik ; P”ik1}; #(( P”ik1; 2)) = {r2; Psik+1; Ppik ; P”ik1};
#(( P”ik2; 1)) = {l2; Psik ; Ppik ; P”ik2}; #(( P”ik2; 2)) = {r2; Psik+1; P”ik2};
#((Dij1; 1)) = {l2; tij ; Dij1}; #((Dij1; 2)) = {r2; tij+1; qij; Dij1};
#((Dij2; 1)) = {l2; tij ; qij; Dij2}; #((Dij2; 2)) = {r2; tij+1; Dij2};
#(( PDik1; 1)) = {l2; Ptik ; PDik1}; #(( PDik1; 2)) = {r2; Ptik+1; Pqik ; PDik1};
#(( PDik2; 1)) = {l2; Ptik ; Pqik ; PDik2}; #(( PDik2; 2)) = {r2; Ptik+1; PDik2};
where we use the notation
sn+1 = s11; si|wi|+1 = si+11; sn+11 = Ps11; Psi| Pwi|+1 = Psi+11; Psn+11 = t11;
ti|wi|+1 = ti+11; tn+11 = Pt11; Pti| Pwi|+1 = Pti+11; Ptn+11 = s:
The main cycle inserting letters from L is performed by the rules:
#((@ij1; 1)) = {l2; s; pij; xij; @ij1}; #((@ij1; 2)) = {r2; s; eij; @ij1};
#((@ij2; 1)) = {l2; s; eij; @ij2}; #((@ij2; 2)) = {r2; s; pij; @ij2};
#((@ij3; 1)) = {l2; s; pij; @ij3}; #((@ij3; 2)) = {r2; s; eij; @ij3};
#(( P@ik1; 1)) = {l2; s; Ppik ; P@ik1}; #(( P@ik1; 2)) = {r2; s; Peik ; Pxik ; P@ik1};
#(( P@ik2; 1)) = {l2; s; Peik ; P@ik2}; #(( P@ik2; 2)) = {r2; s; Ppik ; P@ik2};
#(( P@ik3; 1)) = {l2; s; Ppik ; P@ik3}; #(( P@ik3; 2)) = {r2; s; Peik ; P@ik3};
#((#ij; 1)) = {l2; s; aij+1; xij; #ij}; #((#ij; 2)) = {r2; s; aij; gij+1; #ij};
#(( P#ik ; 1)) = {l2; s; Paik+1; P#ik}; #(( P#ik ; 2)) = {r2; s; Paik ; Pgik+1; Pxik ; P#ik};
#((Fi; 1)) = {l2; s; ai1; Fi}; #((Fi; 2)) = {r2; s; a; gi1; Fi};
where ai|wi|+1 = Pai1, Pai| Pwi|+1 = a, gi|wi|+1 = Pgi1 and Pgi| Pwi|+1 = gi, which corresponds to
the desired order of introducing letters from L. Later we will also employ the notation
fi|wi|+1 = Pfi1 and Pfi| Pwi|+1 =fi. A computation of a solution of P is successful if we
can eventually use one of the following rules:
#((G1; 1)) = {l2; s; ?; G1}; #((G1; 2)) = {r2; sf ; e; ?; G1};
#((G2; 1)) = {l2; sf ; ?; G2}; #((G2; 2)) = {r2; s; e; ?; G2}:
Finally, for manipulating letters from G we need the rules
#((Hij1; 1)) = {l2; s; gij; qij; Hij1}; #((Hij1; 2)) = {r2; s; fij; Hij1};
#((Hij2; 1)) = {l2; s; fij; Hij2}; #((Hij2; 2)) = {r2; s; qij; Hij2};
#((Hij3; 1)) = {l2; s; qij; Hij3}; #((Hij3; 2)) = {r2; s; fij; Hij3};
#(( PHik1; 1)) = {l2; s; Pgik ; Pqik ; PHik1}; #(( PHik1; 2)) = {r2; s; Pfik ; PHik1};
#(( PHik2; 1)) = {l2; s; Pfik ; PHik2}; #(( PHik2; 2)) = {r2; s; Pqik ; PHik2};
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#(( PHik3; 1)) = {l2; s; Pqik ; PHik3}; #(( PHik3; 2)) = {r2; s; Pfik ; PHik3};
#((<i1; 1)) = {l2; s; gi; qi; <i1}; #((<i1; 2)) = {r2; s; fi; <i1};
#((<i2; 1)) = {l2; s; fi; <i2}; #((<i2; 2)) = {r2; s; qi; <i2};
#((<i3; 1)) = {l2; s; qi; <i3}; #((<i3; 2)) = {r2; s; fi; <i3}:
The mapping I :→ 2′ is de7ned by the same rules as the mapping # except for
I((/; 1))= I((/; 2))= ∅.
Let ’ be the (I; #)-weak morphism from M(; I) to M(′; I ′) determined by the
conditions ’((/; 1))= l1ba11/, ’((/; 2))= r1bs1/ and for all !∈M\{/; /0}, z ∈′ and
h∈{1; 2}:
|’((!; h))|z =
{
1 if z ∈ #((!; h));
0 otherwise:
Now we are ready to formulate the result, which will be proved in the next section.
Proposition 9.1. Let P, (; I), (′; I ′), I, # and ’ be as de6ned above. Then the
following statements are equivalent.
(i) P has no solution.
(ii) ’ is a coding.
(iii) There exists a (I; #)-weak coding from M(; I) to M(′; I ′).
Observe that Proposition 9.1 immediately implies that injectivity is not decidable
for cp-morphisms because for every instance P of the PCP we have constructed the
cp-morphism ’ being a coding if and only if P possesses no solution. This result was
7rst announced in [10] and proved in [9].
Corollary 9.2 (Diekert and Muscholl [9]). The restriction of the trace code problem
to cp-morphisms is undecidable.
Before proceeding to prove Proposition 9.1, let us demonstrate its basic principles
by an example.
Example 9.3. Consider the alphabet L= {x; y; z; #} and the instance P of the PCP
consisting of the pairs (x#y#; x#) and (z#; y#z#). Further, let  :M(; I)→M(′; I ′)
be the (I; #)-weak morphism de7ned by the same rules as ’ except for:
 ((/; 1)) = l31bs1a
5
11/
2;  ((/; 2)) = l1r1b2s1a11/;
 ((61; 1)) = l2s3f 61;  ((G1; 2)) = r2sf e?G
2
1;
 (( P@241; 1)) = l2s Pp
3
24 P@241;  (( P@242; 2)) = r2s Pp
2
24 P@242;
 ((#22; 1)) = l2s Pa21#2#22:
We will use the solution (x#y#)(z#)= (x#)(y#z#) of the instance P to show that the
morphism  is not a coding. Let us take the semi-equality ((/; 1); (/; 2)2), whose
state is (l1a311; r
2
1b
3s1). We are going to successively append elements of  from the
right to this semi-equality preserving the property that no letter from M occurs in its
state until we reach a semi-equality satisfying the assumptions of Lemma 4.22. During
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the construction we will be interested only in the state of the current semi-equality,
which contains enough information to verify that the next addition does not violate the
de7nition of semi-equalities and to calculate the new state.
First we add the pair ((08; 1)3; (08; 2)3) to remove b’s from the state (in such a case
let us simply say that we add the pair 038); the resulting state is (l1l
3
2a
3
11; r
2
1r
3
2d
3s1).
Then we use the pair :11 to replace s1 with s2. We get the state (l1l42ca
3
11; r
2
1r
4
2d
4s2q1).
Similarly, appending :21 now produces (l1l52c
2a311; r
2
1r
5
2d
5s11q1q2) and we continue in
this way with C111, C121, C131, C141, C211, C221, PC111, PC121, PC211, PC221 and PC231, thus obtaining
the state
(l1l162 c
2a311; r
2
1r
16
2 d
5 Ps24p11p12p13p14p21p22 Pp11 Pp12 Pp21 Pp22 Pp23q1q2):
Since the images of ( P@241; 1) and ( P@242; 2) under  diKer from the images under ’,
we have to be more careful with introducing the letter Pp24 to the state. Later we will
see that the right choice is to append the pair PC242, which leads to the state
(l1l172 c
2a311 Pp24; r
2
1r
17
2 d
5t11p11 · · · Pp23q1q2):
Now we deal with D’s in the same way as with C’s to reach the state
(l1l292 c
2a311 Pp24; r
2
1r
29
2 d
5sp11 · · · Pp23q1q2q11 · · · q22 Pq11 · · · Pq24):
As the letter from S in the current state is s, we can start composing the solution
of P using the rules containing s. First we replace the letter a11 with a12 by adding
the pair #311. We obtain the state
(l1l322 c
2a312 Pp24x
3; r21r
32
2 d
5sg312p11 · · · Pp23q1 · · · Pq24):
Now we have to remove all occurrences of the letter g12. In order to do this, we
employ the pair H121 exchanging q12 for f12:
(l1l332 c
2a312 Pp24x
3; r21r
33
2 d
5sf12g212p11 · · · Pp23q1q2q11q13 · · · Pq24):
Then we perform this exchange in the reverse direction using H122:
(l1l342 c
2a312 Pp24x
3; r21r
34
2 d
5sg212p11 · · · Pp23q1 · · · Pq24):
Repeating the last two steps twice more, we eliminate also the remaining occurrences
of g12 and we get the state
(l1l382 c
2a312 Pp24x
3; r21r
38
2 d
5sp11 · · · Pp23q1 · · · Pq24):
In the same way we now append the pairs #312, H131, H132, #
3
13, H141, H142, #
3
14, PH111 and
PH112 to reach the state
(l1l652 c
2 Pa311 Pp24x
3#3y3#3; r21r
65
2 d
5sp11 · · · Pp23q1 · · · Pq24);
where the reduct of the projection of the 7rst component to L is x#y#, which is just
the word w1.
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Similarly as before, we add P#
3
11, PH121, PH122 and P#
3
12 to remove from the state the
letters corresponding to the word Pw1:
(l1l772 c
2a3 Pp24y
3#3; r21r
77
2 d
5sg31p11 · · · Pp23q1 · · · Pq24):
Then we eliminate g1 using the pairs <11 and <12 and start introducing the second pair
of words of P, as suggested by the chosen solution, by appending F32. The resulting
state is
(l1l862 c
2a321 Pp24y
3#3; r21r
86
2 d
5sg321p11 · · · Pp23q1 · · · Pq24):
After employing the pairs H211, H212, #321, H221, H222, #
3
22, PH211 and PH212, we end up with
the state
(l1l1102 c
2 Pa321 Pp24y
3#3z3#6; r21r
110
2 d
5sp11 · · · Pp23q1 · · · Pq24)
and the subsequent addition of P#
3
21, PH221, PH222, P#
3
22, PH231, PH232, P#
3
23, PH241 and PH242 trans-
forms it into
(l1l1372 c
2 Pa324 Pp24#
6; r21r
137
2 d
5sp11 · · · Pp23q1 · · · Pq24):
In the next step of our construction we have to replace three occurrences of Pa24 in
the state with a and simultaneously remove six occurrences of the letter #. This cannot
be achieved by simply appending P#
3
24, therefore we have to modify the state before
proceeding to use the pair P#24. First we add the pair P@242 by means of Lemma 4.24,
where we take Pp24 as the distinguished letter in (6). Since the lengths of all blocks in
the current state are multiplied by 2 due to Lemma 4.23, we reach the state
(l21l
275
2 c
4 Pa624 Pe24#
12; r41r
275
2 d
10s2p211 · · · Pp223q21 · · · Pq224):
Then we append P@241 in order to exchange Pe24 for Pp24:
(l21l
276
2 c
4 Pa624 Pp
3
24#
11; r41r
276
2 d
10s2p211 · · · Pp223q21 · · · Pq224):
When performing this replacement of letters Pp24 and Pe24, the ratio of the number of
occurrences of Pa24 in the state to the number of occurrences of # increases, so we
repeat it until these numbers are equal. More precisely, in each step of the iteration
the lengths of all blocks in the state are multiplied by 2 and the appropriate number
of the pairs P@242 and P@241 is added, producing in sequence the following states:
(l41l
555
2 c
8 Pa1224 Pe
3
24#
22; r81r
555
2 d
20s4p411 · · · Pp423q41 · · · Pq424);
(l41l
558
2 c
8 Pa1224 Pp
9
24#
19; r81r
558
2 d
20s4p411 · · · Pp423q41 · · · Pq424);
(l81l
1125
2 c
16 Pa2424 Pe
9
24#
38; r161 r
1125
2 d
40s8p811 · · · Pp823q81 · · · Pq824);
(l81l
1134
2 c
16 Pa2424 Pp
27
24#
29; r161 r
1134
2 d
40s8p811 · · · Pp823q81 · · · Pq824);
(l161 l
2295
2 c
32 Pa4824 Pe
27
24#
58; r321 r
2295
2 d
80s16p1611 · · · Pp1623q161 · · · Pq1624):
Now there are exactly 10 redundant occurrences of # in the state, which is already less
than the current number of occurrences of Pe24. Therefore we append only 10 copies of
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the pair P@241 and 7nish the replacement using the pair P@
17
243 instead. This leads to the
state
(l161 l
2322
2 c
32 Pa4824 Pp
47
24#
48; r321 r
2322
2 d
80s16p1611 · · · Pp1623q161 · · · Pq1624)
and we 7nally apply the pair P#
48
24 and the pairs <
16
21 and <
16
22 three times to obtain
(l161 l
2466
2 c
32a48 Pp4724; r
32
1 r
2466
2 d
80s16p1611 · · · Pp1623q161 · · · Pq1624):
Notice that the construction we have just employed would not work if the letter
Pp24 were placed on the other side of the state. In fact, in such a case the pairs P@241
and P@242 would have to be applied in the reverse order, thus if the replacement were
performed iteratively, the ratio of the number of occurrences of Pa24 to the number of
occurrences of # would converge to 3=5.
Up to now, it has never been possible to use the rules containing G’s—either because
the letter from A in the state was dependent on e or because some letters from L, which
are dependent on ?, were present in the state. But the current state allows us to append
the pair ((G1; 1)16; (G1; 2)8) to replace s with sf :
(l161 l
2482
2 c
32a48 Pp4724?
8; r321 r
2474
2 d
80s8f e
8p1611 · · · Pp1623q161 · · · Pq1624):
Finally, we employ the pairs 6161 and 6
32
2 to reach a semi-equality with the state
(l24982 c
32s24f a
48 Pp4724?
8; r25062 d
80e8p1611 · · · Pp1623q161 · · · Pq1624);
which satis7es the assumptions of Lemma 4.22. This shows that  is not a coding.
10. Proof of Proposition 9.1
Let us start with one useful observation. In this proof we deal solely with weak
morphisms  :M(; I)→M(′; I ′) satisfying
∀! ∈ M\{/; /0}; h ∈ {1; 2} : |M\{/;/0}( ((!; h)))| = 1: (31)
Because all letters in the set M\{/; /0} are mutually dependent, if words u; v∈∗
satisfy  (u) ∼I ′  (v) for such a morphism  , letters from  on the same position in
the words \{(/; 1);(/; 2)}(u) and \{(/; 1); (/; 2)}(v) have the same element of M on their
7rst coordinate. This allows us to consider only those semi-equalities which respect
these pairs. More precisely, the word morphism M\{/; /0} ◦  :∗→M∗ will be always
equal to the morphism ; de7ned by the rule ;| = M\{/}◦p1 and we call a semi-equality
(u; v) for  balanced whenever ;(u)= ;(v). Conversely, the state of any balanced semi-
equality for a morphism satisfying (31) contains no letter from the set M\{/; /0}.
(i)⇒(ii). Suppose that ’ is not a coding and let u; v∈∗, u ∼I v, ’(u) ∼I ′ ’(v), be
a counter-example with minimal |u| + |v|. We have to construct a solution to P. In
order to do this, we are going to study balanced semi-equalities for ’ arising from the
pair (u; v) by Lemma 4.20, starting from the shortest ones.
First, one has to verify that ’ satis7es (5). Since the ’-images of (!1; h1) and
(!2; h2) for h1; h2 ∈{1; 2}, !1; !2 ∈M\{/0}, !1 =!2, contain diKerent letters from M,
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most of which are dependent, it consists of checking the condition for every pair (!; 1),
(!; 2) with !∈M\{/; /0} and a few pairs of /’s and 0’s.
By Lemma 4.1 we have, up to symmetry, u=(/; 1)h1u1 and v=(/; 2)h2v1 for some
h1; h2 ∈N and u1; v1 ∈∗ such that
p1(7rst(u1)) = p1(7rst(v1)) = /:
If h1 and h2 diKer, then / occurs in the state of the semi-equality ((/; 1)h1 ; (/; 2)h2 ).
Thus p1(7rst(u1))∈{01; 02; 03; 04} because the other elements of M\{/; /0} are depen-
dent on /, so they would violate (1) for pre7xes of the words ’(u) and ’(v). But
this is also impossible since l1 and r1 occur in the state and either l2 or r2 is present
in both ’(7rst(u1)) and ’(7rst(v1)). Therefore h1 = h2 holds and the reduced state
corresponding to the initial blocks of /’s is (l1a11; r1s1).
Observe that after the initial /’s, letters from  using r2 (l2 respectively) in their
images cannot occur in the word u (v) until the letter r1 (l1) is removed from the
right (left) side of the state. As ’(7rst(u1)) contains either s1 or no letter from S, it
is just a matter of veri7cation (to deal with 06, 07 and 08 one has to employ also
the letters a, b, c, d in the reasoning) to see that the pair (7rst(u1); 7rst(v1)) is either
((:11; 1); (:11; 2)) or ((:12; 1); (:12; 2)). And after at least one of these pairs either s1
no longer occurs in the state or only other pairs of :1’s follow by the same arguments
and using the fact c; d∈D′(b) to exclude /’s. Actually, the occurrences of the letters
c and d in the state prevent us from /’s occurring in u and v also further on.
In the proof of this implication, none of the arguments makes use of elements of
the set P ∪ Q; therefore when writing states we will omit them even though they are
often present and distributed somehow to both sides of the state.
The reduced state after the pairs of :1’s is (l1l2ca11; r1r2ds2). Similarly as before,
one can argue that the next pairs in (u; v) are in sequence
:2’s; : : : ; :n’s; C11’s; : : : ; PCn| Pwn|’s; D11’s; : : : ; PDn| Pwn|’s
due to the changes of the 7rst letter from S in the state. After these pairs, the reduced
state is (l1l2ca11; r1r2ds). It is easy to see that only pairs of letters using s can follow
in (u; v) until the 7rst occurrence of G’s because in the image of each of these letters
there is exactly one occurrence of s, so the number of s’s in the state does not change.
Moreover, eventually some pair of G’s has to follow; otherwise l1 and r1 would never
be removed from the state.
Now we want to describe balanced semi-equalities appearing before G’s are used.
We de7ne three special forms of these semi-equalities based on which letter from A
occurs in their state and we show that after every semi-equality of one of these forms
another one can be found. We also determine which semi-equalities allow the addition
of a pair of G’s. The projection of the image of such a semi-equality to L is a key to
a solution of P.
Let us consider balanced semi-equalities possessing the following projections of their
reduced states to ′\L and projections of their ’-images to L:
(l1l2cailj[filj]; r1r2ds[gilj]); (w
′
0 · · ·w′l−1 · w′l〈j − 1〉; Pw′0 · · · Pw′l−1) (32)
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(l1l2c Pailk [ Pfilk ]; r1r2ds Pgilk); (w
′
0 · · ·w′l; Pw′0 · · · Pw′l−1 · Pw′l〈k − 1〉) (33)
(l1l2ca[fil ]; r1r2dsgil); (w
′
0 · · ·w′l; Pw′0 · · · Pw′l) (34)
for some l∈N and some words w′l′ ; Pw′l′ ∈L∗ satisfying red(w′l′)=wil′ , red( Pw′l′)= Pwil′
for l′ ∈{0; : : : ; l}, where il′ ∈{1; : : : ; n}, i0 = 1, and letters in square brackets do not
have to occur. Notice that the semi-equality obtained above is of form (32).
Let us have an arbitrary balanced semi-equality for ’ of the form (32) arising from
the pair (u; v) and consider the 7rst balanced semi-equality after this one such that its
state (u′; v′) satis7es ailj =∈ init(u′). The only pair which employs elements of A and
which can occur when passing between these semi-equalities is ((#ilj; 1); (#ilj; 2)) and
it is also the last one since it removes ailj. Therefore the letter ailj is replaced with
ailj+1 in the reduced state. As long as ailj is an initial letter on the left side of the
state, due to the de7nition of the relation I ′ no other elements of E ∪ F ∪G than eilj,
filj, gilj and gilj+1 can be used in the images of letters of v.
From the above considerations we deduce that several occurrences of the letter xilj
are introduced into the image of the left side of the semi-equality by occurrences of
the pair ((#ilj; 1); (#ilj; 2)) and possibly also of the pair ((@ilj1; 1); (@ilj1; 2)) and no
more changes in the projection to L are done. These considerations further imply that
gilj+1 cannot be inserted by letters of u and thus it is never present on the left side of
the state in the course of passing between these semi-equalities. Because the last pair
inserts gilj+1 into v
′, there can be only letters independent of gilj+1 on the left side
of the state at that moment; observe that filj+1 is the only letter in E ∪ F ∪ G which
satis7es this. And since the last pair inserts also ailj+1 into u
′, none of the letters eilj,
filj and gilj can occur in v
′. Altogether, the new semi-equality has the desired form
(l1l2cailj+1[filj+1]; r1r2dsgilj+1) (w
′
0 · · ·w′l−1 · w′l〈j〉; Pw′0 · · · Pw′l−1):
For a semi-equality of form (33), everything is similar to the previous case and we
reach a semi-equality of the form
(l1l2c Pailk+1[ Pfilk+1]; r1r2ds Pgilk+1) (w
′
0 · · ·w′l; Pw′0 · · · Pw′l−1 · Pw′l〈k〉):
It remains to deal with the case (34). First notice that, unlike in the previous cases,
a pair of G’s may be appended here since a is the only letter in A independent of e.
Suppose it does not happen. Again, we consider the next balanced semi-equality
such that its state (u′; v′) satis7es a =∈ init(u′). But this time one can use any pair
((Fi; 1); (Fi; 2)), where i∈{1; : : : ; n}, for manipulating letters from A. All letters from
the set E ∪ F ∪ G except e, fi, gi and gi1 are prohibited to occur in the state on
the right due to the occurrences of a on the left. This means that the projection of
the image of the semi-equality to L is not modi7ed and no gi1 is inserted to the left.
Let ((Fil+1 ; 1); (Fil+1 ; 2)) be the 7rst pair of F’s used. Once this pair is added, there are
some occurrences of gil+11 on the right side of the state and they do not vanish by the
previous considerations. Because (gil+11; ai1)∈D′ for i = il+1, only this pair of F’s is
allowed also further on. Hence we can 7nish the reasoning in the same way as in the
7rst case to deduce that the new semi-equality is of form (32):
(l1l2cail+11[fil+11]; r1r2dsgil+11) (w
′
0 · · ·w′l; Pw′0 · · · Pw′l):
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As we have seen, the state of every balanced semi-equality without G’s contains some
letter from A on the left. Since the 7rst pair of G’s introduces the 7rst occurrences
of e and puts them on the right, it can be used just when the only letter from A in
the state is a. From the preceding arguments we can conclude that in such a case the
projection of the image of the semi-equality to L is (w′0w
′
1w
′
2 · · ·w′m; Pw′0 Pw′1 Pw′2 · · · Pw′m)
for some m∈N0. Because the pair of G’s introduces ? for the 7rst time to both sides
of the semi-equality, its state contains no letters from L. Hence the sequence i1; : : : ; im
is a solution of P since we have
w1wi1wi2 · · ·wim = red(w′0w′1w′2 · · ·w′m)
= red( Pw′0 Pw
′
1 Pw
′
2 · · · Pw′m)
= Pw1 Pwi1 Pwi2 · · · Pwim
due to our assumption on instances of the PCP.
(ii)⇒ (iii) is trivial.
(iii)⇒ (i). Assume that  :M(; I)→M(′; I ′) is a (I; #)-weak morphism and the
sequence i1; : : : ; im is a solution of P. We have to 7nd a counter-example to the injec-
tivity of  . By Lemma 4.17 it is suGcient to do this for  satisfying (31). Under this
assumption, it makes sense to consider only balanced semi-equalities for  as in the
7rst part of the proof. The main course of the proof is a gradual construction of two
words u; v∈∗ satisfying u ∼I v and  (u) ∼I ′  (v). In every step we extend an already
constructed balanced semi-equality by appending new pairs from  using Lemma 4.24.
In order to get an initial semi-equality, we have to consider the numbers
N1l = | ((/; 1))|l1 ; N1r = | ((/; 1))|r1 ; N1/ = | ((/; 1))|/;
N2l = | ((/; 2))|l1 ; N2r = | ((/; 2))|r1 ; N2/ = | ((/; 2))|/;
and their ratios
Nl =
N1l
N2l
; Nr =
N1r
N2r
; N/ =
N1/
N2/
:
If more than one numerator or more than one denominator are equal to zero, then
 ((/; 1)),  ((/; 2)), respectively, commutes with either  ((01; 2)) or  ((02; 1)) or
 ((04; 1)) in M(′; I ′) and  is not injective. Otherwise if Nl =Nr or N1r =N2r =0,
then we have
 ((/; 1)N2l(01; 2)(/; 2)N1l) ∼I ′  ((/; 2)N1l(01; 2)(/; 1)N2l):
In the same way we get a counter-example for the two symmetric cases using (02; 1)
and (04; 1). So the above ratios are pairwise diKerent numbers in Q+0 ∪{∞}. Suppose
that Nr¡Nl¡N/ holds. If we consider the semi-equality
((/; 1)N2l ; (/; 2)N1l);
we can employ Lemma 4.24 to add some occurrences of the pair ((01; 1); (01; 2)) in
order to replace r1 in the state of this semi-equality with r2. Then we do the same
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with the pair ((02; 1); (02; 2)) to remove / from the state and we obtain a semi-equality
which satis7es the assumptions of Lemma 4.22, thus showing that  is not a coding.
Since the case N/¡Nl¡Nr can be handled similarly and the same can be shown also
if the medium ratio is Nr using ((03; 1); (03; 2)) and ((04; 1); (04; 2)), the medium one
must be N/. In particular, 0¡N/¡∞ holds and the letter / is contained in both images
 ((/; 1)) and  ((/; 2)).
Let us start with the semi-equality
((/; 1)N2/ ; (/; 2)N1/) (35)
and denote its state by (u′; v′). Due to the inequalities between the ratios, the letters l1
and r1 occur in the state on diKerent sides. Without loss of generality, let us assume
that l1 ∈ alph(u′). If s1 =∈ alph(u′v′) then
 ((/; 1)N2/(61; 2)(/; 2)N1/) ∼I ′  ((/; 2)N1/(61; 2)(/; 1)N2/):
In the case s1 ∈ alph(u′), we have to use Lemma 4.24 three times. First, we append the
pair ((05; 1); (05; 2)) to (35) to reach a state without s1. Then we remove the letters l1
and r1 from the state using ((61; 1); (61; 2)) and ((62; 1); (62; 2)) and 7nally we apply
Lemma 4.22 to get a counter-example to the injectivity of  . Thus s1 ∈ alph(v′). If
a11 =∈ alph(u′), we perform the same construction with the pair ((06; 1); (06; 2)) and
all pairs of 6’s. Therefore a11 ∈ alph(u′). If either b∈ alph(u′) or b∈ alph(v′), we re-
move it from the state using ((07; 1); (07; 2)) or ((08; 1); (08; 2)), respectively. Alto-
gether, we obtain a balanced semi-equality for the morphism  with the reduced state
(l1[l2][c]a11; r1[r2][d]s1).
Now we add to this semi-equality in sequence some pairs of
:1’s; : : : ; :n’s; C11’s; : : : ; PCn| Pwn|’s; D11’s; : : : ; PDn| Pwn|’s
using Lemma 4.24 to replace the letter from S currently in the state with the next one.
In every step of this sequence we have to choose one of two pairs of letters which
can be used; in fact, each of them inserts some occurrences of a letter from P ∪Q to
a diKerent side of the state. In the case of C’s, we denote
Jij = | ((@ij1; 2))|eij · | ((@ij2; 2))|pij ;
Kij = | ((@ij2; 1))|eij · | ((@ij1; 1))|pij
and we append the pair ((Cij1; 1); (Cij1; 2)) if Jij¿Kij and the pair ((Cij2; 1); (Cij2; 2))
otherwise. The reason for this choice is the following. In the next part of the proof,
we are going to employ an iterative addition of the pairs ((@ij1; 1); (@ij1; 2)) and
((@ij2; 1); (@ij2; 2)) by means of Lemma 4.24, replacing the letter pij in the state with
eij and vice versa. But this construction will function properly only if during the it-
eration the ratios of the number of occurrences of the letter pij in the state to the
numbers of occurrences of other letters do not decrease. This is achieved by inserting
the letter pij to the appropriate side of the state at the beginning of the construction,
thus determining the order in which the pairs of @’s will be appended. The choices for
:’s, PC’s, D’s and PD’s should be decided in the same way by comparing the numbers of
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occurrences of the corresponding f’s and q’s ( Pe’s and Pp’s, f’s and q’s, Pf’s and Pq’s,
respectively) in the images of the corresponding <’s ( P@’s, H’s and PH’s, respectively).
The reduced state of the non-trivial balanced semi-equality obtained in this way is
(l1l2ca11; r1r2 ds) with letters from P ∪ Q distributed to both sides as chosen above.
After every step of our construction, letters from P ∪ Q will occur on the same sides
as in this state and they will be independent of all letters in the state. Again, we omit
these letters when describing states, but this time we have to be conscious of the fact
just mentioned. Actually, each of these letters is dependent on exactly one letter in
′, so we do not have to take care of its occurrences in the current state unless the
corresponding dependent letter from E ∪ F is also in the state.
We are going to gradually construct the following balanced semi-equalities (using
the same notation as in the 7rst part of the proof):
(l1l2c[s]ailj; r1r2 d[s]) (w
′
0 · · ·w′l−1 · w′l〈j − 1〉; Pw′0 · · · Pw′l−1); (36)
(l1l2c[s] Pailk ; r1r2 d[s]) (w
′
0 · · ·w′l; Pw′0 · · · Pw′l−1 · Pw′l〈k − 1〉); (37)
(l1l2c[s]a; r1r2 d[s]) (w′0 · · ·w′l; Pw′0 · · · Pw′l); (38)
for every l∈{0; : : : ; m}, j∈{1; : : : ; |wil |} and k ∈{1; : : : ; | Pwil |}, and for some words
w′l′ ; Pw
′
l′ ∈L∗, for l′ ∈{0; : : : ; l}, such that red(w′l′)=wil′ and red( Pw′l′)= Pwil′ , where
i0 = 1 and if we denote by (w; Pw) the projection of the semi-equality to L, it sat-
is7es either w= Pw, or w ≺ Pw together with 7rst(w\ Pw) = last(w), or dually Pw ≺ w and
7rst( Pw\w) = last( Pw). Observe that each block in the projection to L corresponds to a
unique letter of the word w1wi1wi2 · · ·wim due to our assumption on instances of the
PCP and the last condition actually states that the corresponding blocks on the opposite
sides of the projection to L have the same length. Let us remark that we do not require
the words w′l′ and Pw
′
l′ for distinct semi-equalities to be equal.
Since for l=m any state of form (38) contains no letters from L, we can use one
of the pairs of G’s to exchange s for sf if there is some in the state, then the pairs of
6’s to remove l1 and r1 and 7nally Lemma 4.22 to get a counter-example.
To 7nish the proof, it remains to construct the desired semi-equalities. All of the
following manipulations are based purely on ratios between the lengths of blocks in
the state, which allows us to modify the current semi-equality arbitrarily provided we
do not aKect the ratios having impact on some step of the construction. We show how
to proceed from state (36); the cases of (37) and (38) are similar.
Our 7rst task is to introduce the letter xilj. If w
′
0 · · ·w′l−1 · w′l〈j − 1〉¡ Pw′0 · · · Pw′l−1
then we just add the pair ((#ilj; 1); (#ilj; 2)) using Lemma 4.24 to replace occurrences
of ailj in the state with ailj+1. If it is not the case, the xilj-block corresponding in the
image of the semi-equality to the block we are going to build is already present in
the word Pw′0 · · · Pw′l−1 and we have to insert exactly the number of xilj’s to match this
existing block. Let Lx be the length of this block and La be the number of occurrences
of ailj in the state.
First suppose that
Lx
La
¿
| ((#ilj; 1))|xilj
| ((#ilj; 2))|ailj
: (39)
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The following arguments employ the construction of Lemma 4.24 although (7) is
not satis7ed. As xilj will be the only letter violating this assumption, it will suGce to
take care of this single letter in order to ensure that the construction really produces
a semi-equality. We would like to add the pair ((#ilj; 1); (#ilj; 2)) to replace ailj with
ailj+1 and at the same time match the corresponding xilj-blocks. This can be done
directly if (39) is satis7ed as an equality. In the case the inequality is strict, we insert
new occurrences of xilj to the left prior to appending #’s as follows. If Jilj ¿ Kilj then
pilj occurs in the state on the right thanks to the choice of C’s and we can repeatedly
append the pairs ((@ilj1; 1); (@ilj1; 2)) and ((@ilj2; 1); (@ilj2; 2)) to replace pilj with eilj
and vice versa. (If Jilj¡Kilj, these pairs have to be appended in the reverse order.)
Let us calculate the state resulting from performing this exchange M times.
First of all, we can assume that La = | ((#ilj; 2))|ailj and that | ((@ilj1; 1))|xilj divides
Lx − | ((#ilj; 1))|xilj ; in order to satisfy these two conditions it is enough to replace
each letter in the semi-equality with its
| ((@ilj1; 1))|xilj · | ((#ilj; 2))|ailj copies
using Lemma 4.23 and to consider instead of the pair ((#ilj; 1); (#ilj; 2)) its
(| ((@ilj1; 1))|xilj · La)th power:
For every letter, the number of its occurrences coming from the state of the original
semi-equality is multiplied by (Kilj)
M due to the modi7cation of the semi-equality
performed in Lemma 4.24. On the other hand, the number of occurrences of pilj in
the resulting state is Lp · (Jilj)M , where Lp is their number in the original state. We are
interested mainly in the 7rst xilj-block on the right side of the state. Every iteration
inserts new occurrences of the letter xilj to the left. Their number is determined by
the current number of pilj’s in the state and subsequently it is multiplied by the same
amount as for all letters in the semi-equality. Thus the resulting length of this block is
L′x = Lx · (Kilj)M − Lp · | ((@ilj1; 1))|xilj · | ((@ilj2; 1))|eilj ·
M−1∑
N=0
(Jilj)
N · (Kilj)M−N−1:
Our goal is to make (39) an equality in the new semi-equality. Due to our initial
assumption on La, this can be written as
L′x = (Kilj)
M · | ((#ilj; 1))|xilj : (40)
Since the inequality Jilj ¿ Kilj implies
M−1∑
N=0
(Jilj)
N · (Kilj)M−N−1 ¿ M · (Kilj)M−1;
one can see that if M is suGciently large, then L′x is even smaller than the number
requested in (40). By our assumption on Lx, the diKerence between the length of the
7rst xilj-block in the state and the number in (40) is after every step of the iteration
divisible by | ((@ilj1; 1))|xilj , which is exactly the amount inserted to the image of a
semi-equality by a single pair ((@ilj1; 1); (@ilj1; 2)). Therefore, if we consider the step
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of the iteration during which L′x lowers under the desired value, we can construct
a balanced semi-equality where the ratio of the length of the 7rst xilj-block in the
state to the number of occurrences of ailj satis7es (39) as an equality by appending
appropriately less number of the pairs ((@ilj1; 1); (@ilj1; 2)) in this step. Then we add to
the resulting semi-equality the pairs ((@ilj3; 1); (@ilj3; 2)) and ((@ilj2; 1); (@ilj2; 2)) using
Lemma 4.24 to replace all remaining occurrences of pilj in the state with eilj and
back without further changing this ratio. This makes the semi-equality suitable for the
addition of #’s replacing ailj with ailj+1 and simultaneously matching the xilj-blocks.
Now suppose that (39) is not valid. Then the xilj-block we want to match is not
long enough to allow appending of the required number of #’s. Let us consider the
initial part of the current semi-equality where building of this block started, which is
a balanced semi-equality of form (37):
(l1l2c[s] Pailˆk ; r1r2d[s]) (w
′
0 · · ·w′lˆ; Pw′0 · · · Pw′lˆ−1 · Pw′lˆ〈k − 1〉); (41)
for certain lˆ∈{0; : : : ; l − 1} and k ∈{1; : : : ; | Pwilˆ |} satisfying in particular Pxilˆk = xilj. In
order to achieve the validity of (39), we have to modify the step of the construction
corresponding to the semi-equality (41) by the same means as above using P@’s instead
of @’s to increase the length of the Pxilˆk -block in proportion to the number of Pailˆk ’s in
the state. Let us verify that such a modi7cation produces the desired outcome.
First observe that during the addition of P@’s the lengths of all blocks in the state
are multiplied by the same positive integer K except for the blocks of l2, r2, s, Ppilˆk
and the block of Pxilˆk under consideration. The pairs appended to the semi-equality (41)
when building the semi-equality (36) do not employ in their images letters dependent
on l2, r2, s and Ppilˆk ; as for the letter Ppilˆk , it is due to the fact that Pe’s are introduced
only when we adjust the number of occurrences of some letter from L on the right to
match the corresponding block on the left, which was not yet carried out for elements
of L on the right inserted after semi-equality (41). The length of the modi7ed block
of Pxilˆk has also no impact on these additions since the corresponding letters on the left
are not inserted. Therefore it suGces to append to the modi7ed semi-equality (41) the
same pairs as we did for the original one, taking each of them K-times.
From the calculations performed previously for a similar situation, we can see that
by iterating the addition of P@’s the ratio of the length of the Pxilˆk -block to the number
of occurrences of Pailˆk converges to in7nity. Further, the number of occurrences of ailj
in the state of the modi7ed semi-equality (36) is obtained as a constant multiple of the
number of occurrences of Pailˆk in the state of the modi7ed semi-equality (41), where the
constant is determined by the ratios between the numbers of occurrences of letters from
A in the images of #’s, P#’s and F’s. Altogether, since the length of the Pxilˆk -block in the
two modi7ed semi-equalities is the same, if we perform suGciently many iterations,
the modi7ed semi-equality (36) satis7es (39).
After introducing xilj, the semi-equality state is
(l1l2c[s]ailj+1; r1r2d[s]gilj+1) (w
′
0 · · ·w′l−1 · w′l〈j〉; Pw′0 · · · Pw′l−1):
For removing occurrences of gilj+1 from the state we can employ the same method as
for the previous matching of corresponding xilj-blocks using Hilj+1’s instead of @ilj’s,
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where Hil|wil |+1 =
PHil1. We obtain either the next state of form (36) or a state of form
(37) if j= |wil |.
Obviously, in this way some semi-equality of each of forms (36)–(38) for every
admissible j, k and l will be eventually constructed.
11. Conclusions
In this paper we have introduced the notion of weak morphisms of trace monoids
which appears to be a useful tool for exploring decidability issues of trace codings.
This is already suggested by the following claim obtained directly from Corollary 5.7.
Theorem 11.1. If C is any class of trace morphisms containing all weak codings, then
there exists an e>ective reduction of the TCP to the C-TCP.
The next result, which immediately follows from Proposition 5.9, has been proved
by shifting calculations to the case of weak codings.
Theorem 11.2. The TCP is e>ectively reducible to instances with domain monoids
de6ned by connected dependence alphabets.
By examining all subtrees of domain dependence graphs we have achieved several
positive results for the W-TCP.
Theorem 11.3. TheW-TCP restricted to instances with independence alphabets (; I)
and (′; I ′) satisfying one of the following conditions is decidable:
(i) M(; I) is a direct product of free monoids.
(ii) The graph (; D) is acyclic.
(iii) The graph (; D) is C3; C4-free andM(′; I ′) is a direct product of free monoids.
Proof. Since there are only 7nitely many candidates for wlt-mappings for every pair
of independence alphabets and the conditions of De7nition 6.2 can be easily veri7ed,
this claim is a direct consequence of Propositions 6.16 and 7.4.
Because the reduction described in Proposition 5.5 preserves the domain monoid, we
immediately deduce the following statements about general codings.
Corollary 11.4 (BruyXere and De Felice [1]). The TCP restricted to instances whose
domain monoids are direct products of free monoids is decidable.
Corollary 11.5. The TCP restricted to instances with domain monoids de6ned by
acyclic dependence alphabets is decidable.
Using Proposition 7.4 we can partially answer the question of Diekert [7] asking for
the number of free monoids needed for encoding a given trace monoid into their direct
product.
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Theorem 11.6. Let (; D) be a C3; C4-free dependence alphabet. Then there exists a
coding from M(; I) to ({a; b}∗)m if and only if m¿||−M , where M is the number
of non-trivial connected components of the graph (; D).
On the other hand, as we have shown, our methods become insuGcient for domain
dependence alphabets containing cycles. This contrasts with Proposition 7.4 which as-
serts that in the case of codings into direct products of free monoids this limit moves
as far as one could expect in view of the fact that subtrees of the domain dependence
alphabet cannot capture enough properties of a morphism when each of two dependent
letters occurs in the images of at least two generators of the domain monoid.
As for the general case of the TCP, we are now ready to complete the proof of its
undecidability.
Theorem 11.7. The TCP is not recursively enumerable.
Proof. We construct an eKective reduction of the coPCP to the TCP. As the 7rst step,
we use Proposition 9.1 to reduce the coPCP to the problem of deciding the existence
of (I; #)-weak codings. Since every instance (consisting of alphabets (; I), (′; I ′)
and mappings I and #) constructed there satis7es all assumptions of Proposition 8.2,
we can employ this claim to prolong the reduction to the problem of deciding the
existence of #-weak codings. Finally, Proposition 8.3 can be applied to all instances of
this problem obtained in Proposition 8.2 and we get a reduction to the TCP.
The same assertion for certain classes of trace morphisms immediately follows due
to Theorem 11.1.
Corollary 11.8. If C is any class of trace morphisms containing all weak codings,
then the C-TCP is not recursively enumerable.
Notice that the above results tell us nothing about the recursive enumerability of the
coTCP, which remains a challenging open question.
An important case of the TCP where our methods fail to produce positive results
is the restriction to domain monoids which are free products of free commutative
monoids. Moreover, as all domain monoids resulting from applying Propositions 9.1
and 8.2 are of this form, we can conclude that the existence problem for #-weak codings
is undecidable in this case.
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